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Executive Summary

M

aterials are an essential element of advanced energy
technologies. Accelerating the discovery of new materials,
and the associated research required for maturing these

technologies into deployment, will require a multidisciplinary and
international effort that brings together a wide variety of individuals
working effectively across their specialties, as well as across sector
and political boundaries. It will also require a radical departure from
traditional forms of discovery.
The materials discovery process involves several stages summarized as
conception, synthesis, and testing or characterization. Characterization
encompasses the measurement of key properties of the material,
followed by its incorporation into active devices to evaluate interactions
with other device components and assess overall performance metrics.
These steps have usually been carried out sequentially, and therefore,
only a few materials can be tested at a time. Furthermore, sophisticated
tools such as artificial intelligence (AI), large computational resources,
and automated robotic systems have not been widely employed yet.
Recognizing the challenges and opportunities associated with materials
discovery, Mission Innovation established the Clean Energy Materials
Innovation Challenge and hosted its first international expert deep-dive
workshop in Mexico City on Sept 11–14, 2017.1 Leading scientists from
throughout the world gathered to define the challenges, opportunities,
and fundamental research needs related to materials discovery.
The main recommendation coming from the workshop participants is
the need to develop the materials acceleration platform(s) (MAPs), which
integrate automated robotic machinery with rapid characterization and
AI to accelerate the pace of discovery. The deployment of the proposed
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Mission Innovation is a global initiative comprising 22 countries and the European
Union that share the goal of accelerating clean energy innovation.

acceleration platforms will unleash a “Moore’s law for scientific discovery” that will
speed up the discovery of materials at least by a factor of ten—from 20 years to 1
to 2 years. This will catalyze a transition from an Edisonian approach to scientific
discovery to an era of inverse design, where the desired property drives the rapid
exploration, with the aid of advanced computing and AI, of materials space and
the synthesis of targeted materials. The inverse design of materials allows for their
accelerated scale-up into installed technologies, accelerating energy technology
innovation. This, in turn, will benefit all seven Innovation Challenges of Mission
Innovation.
Workshop participants identified six key priority research areas that comprise the
MAP elements. These scientific and engineering challenges require the expertise
of multidisciplinary, international teams for their successful implementation. These
research areas include the development of the following tools, research activities
and infrastructure:
1. “Self-driving laboratories” that design, perform and interpret experiments in
an automated way;
2. The development of specific forms of AI for materials discovery;
3. Modular materials robotics platforms that can be assemblies of modular building
blocks for synthesis and characterization;
4. Further research into computational methods for inverse design;
5. New methodologies for bridging the length and timescales associated with
materials simulation; and
6. Sophisticated data infrastructure and interchange platforms.
These six MAP areas can be incorporated in facilities and implemented by
collaborative teams. The resulting “autonomous materials discovery factories”
could serve multiple and diverse international research groups in academia and
industry in their materials discovery pipeline.
The workshop participants emphasized the need to develop multidisciplinary
international teams of scientists and engineers that collectively have expertise
in chemistry, materials science, advanced computing, robotics and AI, amongst
other disciplines. Deep international collaborations and long-term support are
also necessary to make MAPs a reality. The output of these platforms promises to
accelerate the development of novel disruptive technologies that will in turn further
the global transition to clean energy that can be deployed broadly in diverse settings.

ii
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Introduction

M

aterials discovery
and development
crosscut the entire

energy technology portfolio,
from energy generation
and storage to delivery and
end use. Materials are the
foundation of every clean
energy innovation: advanced

“There are many paths to cheap
zero CO2 free energy, what we need
to do is fund the wild scientists
who are looking at the early stages
of these problems…I think we will
get increased investments from
government and private sector, I
know that the scientific possibilities
are pretty incredible.”

batteries, solar cells,
low-energy semiconductors,

– Bill Gates [1]

thermal storage, coatings,
and catalysts for the conversion, capture, and use of CO2. In short, new
materials constitute one of the cornerstones for the global transition
to a low-carbon future.
The process of discovering and developing new materials currently
entails considerable time, effort, and expense. Each newly discovered

Figure 1.1 Virtuous cycle: Laboratory automation and data collection enable machine
learning algorithms and computational methods to be more effective at planning
experiments.
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molecule is run through simulation, synthesis, and characterization, with synthetic
procedures taking from 10 to 20 years at a very high cost. Materials discovery and
development, however, are at the cusp of a transformational change that could
reduce the time to design, optimize, and discover new materials by at least 10
times, cutting it down to one or two years. This enormous opportunity — and the
associated technical challenges of realizing it — inspired the members of the global
Mission Innovation (MI) initiative to launch the Clean Energy Materials Innovation
Challenge. As a first step, international experts attended a technical workshop in
Mexico City on September 11-14, 2017 to identify and explore the research and
development (R&D) challenges, and the most promising breakthrough opportunities
for accelerating the materials discovery process, with a long-term view towards
2030 and beyond.
The integrated materials innovation approach developed at this experts workshop,
the Materials Acceleration Platform, envisages a Moore’s law for research, where
the rate of research doubles every two years [2]. This acceleration would result
from leveraging emerging capabilities in next-generation computing, artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning, and robotics. The reduced timeline would
dramatically accelerate advances across the entire spectrum of clean energy
technologies and generate widespread social and economic benefits, transforming
industries beyond the energy sector. Major changes are already underway. The
paradigm shift in materials design through the automation of computations over
the last two decades has led to accelerated understanding and design of novel,
high-performance materials [3,4].

Workshop Participants
Workshop participants shared a common interest in accelerated materials innovation.
They represented a broad mix of expertise spanning advanced theory, applied physical
chemistry and materials sciences, advanced computing, machine learning, and robotics.
The workshop drew 133 attendees:
• 55 professors and scientists from top universities and research institutions;
• 6 keynote speakers and panellists, including Nobel Laureate Dr. Mario Molina
and CIFAR President and CEO Alan Bernstein;
• 16 MI member governments represented: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, European Union, India, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands,
Norway, Saudi Arabia, United Kingdom, and United States;
• affiliates of Mexico- and U.S.-based universities, groups, labs, and companies;
• graduate students and postdoctoral researchers; and
• observers from the public and private sectors.
Attendees came from 17 countries: Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, India, Italy, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway,
Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United States.
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Computation and design, however, are
only the first step in bringing novel
materials to market. Materials synthesis
and characterization have yet to benefit
from automation and accelerated learning
on a large scale. Integrating synthesis
and characterization with advanced
computing, machine learning, and robotics
would automate the entire materials
discovery process. Finally, closing the
loop to create a virtuous cycle by using AI
to direct experimentation and simulation
for optimal learning would result in an
accelerated, comprehensive, end-to-end
materials innovation platform (Figure 1.1).

1.1 ABOUT MISSION
INNOVATION AND THE
INNOVATION CHALLENGES

“Although each [Mission Innovation]
member will decide on priorities
for its own expenditure, each
challenge will be promoted through
international conferences and
workshops, and it is anticipated that
many cross-country projects will be
funded. The creativity and ingenuity
that will flow from these projects
will produce market-facing solutions
through private finance and the
engagement of private companies.
It is critically important that the
appropriate members of the research
community are fully involved in
these developments over the coming
years.”
– Sir David King [9]

Transforming traditional materials discovery pipelines into an integrated platform
requires commitments from governments, academic research institutions, large
industries, and capital providers [5]. This ambitious effort fits well in the framework
of MI Innovation Challenges.
MI is a global initiative of 22 countries and the European Union with the goal of
accelerating clean energy innovation. Participating countries have committed to
seek to double their governments’ investments in clean energy R&D over five years.
They have also agreed to encourage greater levels of private-sector investment
in transformative clean energy technologies and participate in an information
sharing system to promote transparency, engage stakeholders, spur identification
of collaborative opportunities, and provide the private sector with actionable
information. These efforts will increase the availability of the advanced technologies
that will accelerate the transition to a global energy mix that is clean, affordable,
and reliable.

Figure 1.2 Workshop participants and observers.
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MI was announced on November 30, 2015,
as world leaders came together at the
21st Conference of the Parties (COP21)
in Paris to undertake ambitious efforts
to combat climate change. Clean energy
innovations and disruptive technological
breakthroughs are an essential element
of broader efforts to significantly reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to
limit the increase of the global average
temperature to less than 2°C [6,7].
A year later, in November 2016 at COP22
in Marrakech, MI members launched
seven Innovation Challenges, which are

Figure 1.3 (Top) Workshop attendees at the
plenary session on the first day. (Bottom) (From
left to right) Dr. Paul Durrant, Dr. Horst Simon, Dr.
Alan Bernstein, and Dr. Mario Molina participate
in a panel moderated by Dr. Hermann Tribukait.

global calls to action aimed at accelerating
research, development, and demonstration
in specific technology areas where increased
international attention would make a
significant contribution to meeting the
goals of the challenges. The following
Innovation Challenges were selected and
developed through a collaborative process
in which policy and technical experts from
all MI members presented proposals and Figure 1.4 Through interactive workshop sessions,
exchanged information about national participants identify and discuss critical R&D
needs and priorities:

priorities and gaps.

1. Smart Grids: To enable future grids that
are powered by affordable, reliable,
decentralized renewable electricity
systems.
2. Off-Grid Access to Electricity: To develop
systems that enable off-grid households
and communities to access affordable
and reliable renewable electricity.
Figure 1.5 The writers’ team discusses the findings

3. Carbon Capture: To enable near-zero and structure of the workshop report during a
CO2 emissions from power plants and

writing session at UNAM.

carbon intensive industries.
4. Sustainable Biofuels: To develop ways to produce, at scale, widely affordable,
advanced biofuels for transportation and industrial applications.
5. Converting Sunlight: To discover affordable ways to convert sunlight into storable
solar fuels.
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6. Clean Energy Materials: To accelerate
the exploration, discovery, and use
of new high-performance, low-cost
clean energy materials.
7. Affordable Heating and Cooling of
Buildings: To make low-carbon heating
and cooling affordable for everyone.
A voluntary coalition of participating MI
members, under the co-leadership of
two to four countries, advances each
Innovation Challenge through detailed
work programs.
Mexico proposed and now leads the Clean
Energy Materials Innovation Challenge, with
the United States as co-lead. Participating
MI members include Australia, Canada,
Denmark, European Commission, Finland,
France, Germany, India, Italy, Republic

“Perhaps of greatest interest to
the theoretical physics, physical
chemistry, and materials science
communities that are working
alongside the machine learning,
robotics, and next-generation
computing communities is the
challenge of developing clean energy
materials. The goal is to provide
an integrated end-to-end materials
innovation approach, or platform, to
deliver the mix of solutions…Mission
Innovation is intended to spur the
interest of the creative community in
what is now the most urgent series
of demands facing humanity. The
opportunities are, simply, immense.”
– Sir David King [9]

of Korea, Netherlands, Norway, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, United Arab Emirates, and
United Kingdom [8].

1.2 CLEAN ENERGY MATERIALS INNOVATION CHALLENGE:
WORKSHOP SUMMARY
The Mexican Ministry of Energy (SENER) and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), in
partnership with the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR), sponsored
the Clean Energy Materials Innovation Challenge workshop. Professor Alán AspuruGuzik of Harvard University and Professor Kristin Persson of University of CaliforniaBerkeley co-chaired the workshop. Professor Carlos Amador-Bedolla of Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM)
was the local chair, and Dr. Hermann
Tribukait, Mexico’s Energy Innovation Funds
Ambassador, the workshop Executive Chair
and MI lead (Mexico).
The meeting followed a workshop methodology
based on the proven model of U.S. DOE
Basic Research Needs workshops. Adapted
for an international setting, MI expert
workshops help countries build robust Figure 1.6 Workshop report writers’ team meeting
domestic energy research portfolios by at UNAM. The team was joined by (front row)
SENER Deputy Minister Leonardo Beltran, UNAM

identifying and discussing high-priority basic Board Member Dr. Eduardo Barzana, UNAM Chief
research needs or other technical areas Research Officer Dr. William Lee, and SENER

Director General for Research and Technology

that are ripe for further investigation and Development Carlos Ortiz.
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investments. The workshops also identify
prospects for bilateral or multilateral R&D
collaborations that would benefit from
cooperation on high-impact scientific
research. The workshops are multi-day,
carefully planned, and structured working
meetings.
Deputy Minister Leonardo Beltran of
SENER, Deputy Office Director Maureen
Clapper of DOE, and Assistant Deputy
Minister Frank Des Rosiers of Natural
Resources Canada opened the workshop.
They were followed by a distinguished
panel: Dr. Mario Molina, Nobel Laureate;
Dr. Alan Bernstein, CIFAR President and
CEO; Dr. Horst Simon, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory Deputy Director
and Chief Research Officer; and Dr. Paul
Durrant, Head of Strategy and Engagement
at the U.K. Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and
Head-Designate of the MI Secretariat,
Dr. Hermann Tribukait moderated the

Figure 1.7 Workshop Co-Chairs Professor Kristin
Persson of University of California-Berkeley and
Professor Alán Aspuru-Guzik of Harvard University.

panel in its discussions of the importance of scientific R&D collaborations to the
acceleration of energy innovation. Scientific thought leaders then delivered a series
of plenary talks and provided the context for follow-on panel discussions.
On the afternoon of the first day, attendees divided into three panels on:
• inorganic functional materials;
• organic functional materials; and
• nanomaterials and composites.
The panels began by identifying the critical R&D priorities and gaps in each area
of the energy materials innovation chain. They then explored opportunities for
combining individual research pathways, high-throughput synthesis, high-throughput
calculation, and high-throughput characterization into an integrated materials
innovation approach or “platform”. Participants engaged in technical discussions on
combining advanced theoretical and applied physical chemistry with next-generation
computing, machine learning, and robotics. Discussions continued through the
second day of the workshop.
On the third day, the panels presented their recommendations on opportunities
to be pursued. Panel co-chairs and workshop co-chairs then identified six priority
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research areas — the Six Grand Goals for a materials innovation revolution — for
further discussion. Attendees reconvened in work groups according to their materials
focus areas to discuss how to leverage the cross-cutting themes of theory, synthesis,
and characterization.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
This workshop report draws from three main activities or sources: the pre-workshop
report and reading materials prepared for the participating experts, workshop
plenary presentations and discussions, and the large body of documentation and
notes generated during the workshop panel sessions. A core writing team from the
workshop panels and the workshop co-chairs curated all documents and information.
The report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 covers the state of the art in materials
discovery. Chapter 3 presents the urgent need for a materials revolution and
introduces the Six Grand Goals of the Materials Acceleration Platform. Chapters 4
through 9 discuss each of the goals in turn, identifying promising opportunities,
the benefits and impact of achieving the goal, its relationship to the other five
goals, and materials-specific challenges and approaches for organic materials,
inorganic materials, and nanomaterials and composites. The conclusion and some
final reflections are provided in Chapter 10.
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2

State of the Art in Materials Discovery

T

his chapter briefly describes the successful implementation of
components of an autonomous platform in the biological and
medical sciences before identifying the key gaps preventing

the full-scale deployment of autonomous discovery to materials
science. It also summarizes the main materials-related approaches
and opportunities of a range of clean energy technologies, including
photovoltaics, batteries, and solar fuels.

2.1 SCALING UP SCIENCE PAYS OFF
From the dawn of the industrial revolution to the modern digital
revolution, automation has driven the expansion of the global economy
and improvements to average quality of life. In scientific research,
robotic technologies have spurred gains in speed and efficiency,
particularly in biology and medicine. In these fields, state-of-the-art
robotic platforms have evolved to offload repetitive tasks from human
researchers and execute experiments with greater precision, speed,
and accuracy than ever before.
Such advances in the biological sciences are well documented. For
example, the U.S. National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)
has tracked the costs of DNA sequencing at its many sequencing
centres. Trends in these costs are an important metric for assessing
the impact of improvements in DNA sequencing technologies and for
benchmarking the capacity of the NHGRI Genome Sequencing Program
(GSP). Figure 2.1 shows the actual costs per genome over time along
with costs predicted by Moore’s law, which describes a long-term
trend in the computer hardware industry that involves the doubling
of “compute power” every two years. Technology improvements that
“keep up” with Moore’s law are widely regarded to be doing exceedingly
well, making it useful for comparison.
Driven by the mandate for an accelerated drug discovery process, the
pharmaceutical industry has similarly pioneered automation in medicinal
chemistry. Companies such as Eli Lilly, Merck & Co., and Aventis now
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Figure 2.1 Annual trend in the “Cost per genome” determined by NHGRI. Data for cost estimates are
presented alongside those predicted by Moore’s law, which benchmarks performance based on a
yearly doubling of computational power. [Source: U.S. National Human Genome Research Institute]

use automated synthesis to exhaustively search for compounds suitable for a given
medicinal application [1,2,3]. These methods have yielded many successes in both
medicine and materials science [4,5].
In addition to automated synthesis procedures, some aspects of automated
characterization have been significantly advanced due to progress in flow chemistry
[6]. For example, high-throughput characterization methods using nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and other radiation methods can now be used to
monitor chemical reactions as they happen [7]. Determining a material’s mechanical
properties has also become increasingly automated. In recent years, Dow has
begun using robotic systems to perform such characterizations of coatings [8].
Structural characterization is also increasingly being performed in a high-throughput
and automated manner. There have been important advances in quality control
for organic solar cells, for example, using these methods to detect defects and
improve device performance [9,10].
Despite these advances, the automation of synthesis and characterization still has
substantial room for improvement [11] and most of automated chemistry is based
on a “trial and error’’ approach. We are now entering an age where integrated
systems using increasing computer power, machine learning, and AI could not only
enable exhaustive searching for new materials, but could also provide intermediate
decision-making capabilities to accelerate the discovery and development of
materials with specific, targeted properties. In principle, such AI-based algorithms
can be adaptive, using feedback from experimental characterization procedures and
enabling a more rational route to research objectives—either optimizing properties
or even directly verifying hypotheses. If realized, such an approach would markedly
increase research productivity, reduce its cost, and enable entirely new experimental
paradigms that are critical for innovation [12].
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In the broader context of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, many start-up
business models that reflect the paradigm of integrating AI and robotics into the
discovery process have begun to appear [13, 14, 15]. For example, companies
such as Zymergen, Transcriptic, Gingko Bioworks, Emerald Cloud Lab, Citrine, and
BenevolentAI follow data-driven approaches and seek to maximally exploit existing
knowledge bases. These efforts often use sophisticated human language processing
methods to data mine existing literature. For example, ARES (Autonomous Research
System) was the first AI-driven experimentation system to demonstrate closed-loop,
iterative experimentation with in situ characterization for materials development
[16]. Despite this emerging paradigm, a generalized end-to-end platform has yet
to be developed. Moreover, decision science, the basic tool of discovery-enabling
AI, and data-driven approaches specifically for materials science have not been
sufficiently developed to support such an integrated platform.

2.2 CURRENT GAPS IN MATERIALS DISCOVERY
Several shortcomings in the current modus operandi of the synthesis, characterization,
and theory communities must be addressed to develop the data-driven approaches
necessary to achieve a successful materials discovery platform. This section briefly
outlines key gaps in characterization, databases, and machine learning.
Characterization techniques, in particular, are often applied on a case-by-case basis
with specially designed instruments located in geographically dispersed facilities.
Coordination between facilities is limited by traditional methods of data dissemination
(e.g., journal articles, conferences), which are slow and highly selective about what
data are shared. In particular, negative results, crucial for machine learning, are
rarely shared or reported [17]. As samples have become more complex, the time
it takes to replicate them at, or transport them to, technique-specialized labs has
become a significant bottleneck. The inefficiency of this process is illustrated in
Figure 2.2 (left). In comparison, a sample-centric approach (Figure 2.2, right)

Figure 2.2 Comparison of (left) technique-centred and (right) sample-centred approaches. The
technique-centred approach involves replicating growth procedures or shipping samples among
geographically separated institutes. The sample-centred approach brings the people and techniques
to a central growth/characterization facility, saving time and allowing techniques to be applied to
the identical sample arrays. [Source: Dr. Eli Rotenberg, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory]
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illustrates a central facility that concentrates efforts on preparing the best samples
(or arrays of samples) to be shared among many co-located techniques, such as
synchrotron beamlines or high-resolution electron microscopy, that cannot be
replicated easily in small lab settings.
Databases underlie all machine learning and data-driven approaches. In the course
of the Materials Genome Initiative, databases such as NOMAD (Novel Materials
Discovery), OQMD (Open Quantum Materials Database), AiiDA (Automated
Interactive Infrastructure and Database for Computational Science), and AFLOW,
have been developed [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. However, as with
characterization techniques, many of these databases are specialized to address
case-by-case issues; an international data ecosystem does not yet exist.
One significant gap in data-driven approaches to inorganic materials science is the
lack of meaningful descriptors and knowledge of structure-property relationships
to derive insights from abundant data. A number of efforts using motifs from both
crystal and electronic structures have already yielded some insights. However, further
investment and progress may be required to support an AI-integrated platform
for materials discovery. Databases also exist for organic materials. For example,
the Harvard Clean Energy Project has calculated more than 3 million organic
compounds in more than 300 million density functional theory calculations [28,
29, 30], although not yet at the scale of inorganic materials. The Reaxys database
contains the most complete collection of known organic reactions, setting an
important foundation for data-driven approaches for synthesis planning [31, 32].
It enables chemists to specify strategies for synthesizing small molecules selected
as potential candidates with specific desired properties.
A final gap is the lack of understanding of how to most effectively apply machine
learning to materials discovery. Most of the machine learning methods applied to
date, both theoretical and experimental, are relatively straightforward adaptations
of methods originally developed for other problems, such as image recognition,
text generation, and translation [33, 34, 35, 36]. These methods include deep
neural networks and Bayesian optimization. However, the development of new AI
methods tailored for materials could provide a breakthrough that greatly increases
the effectiveness of these techniques, thus accelerating the discovery process.
Currently, materials discovery is still a “trial and error” process; however, developing
new machine learning algorithms that generate candidate materials, rather than
only predicting properties, could lead to an environment where the inverse design
of materials is possible. Therefore, investing in this area would help derive new
machine learning algorithms and better tune existing ones specifically for materials
discovery [37].
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2.3 MATERIALS OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLEAN ENERGY
TECHNOLOGIES
Table 2.1 summarizes the current status of seven clean energy technologies and
the key opportunities associated with each from a materials perspective. Many
of the technologies need new materials to continue to grow because they are
fundamentally limited by their current materials. The table also lists important
targets published by governments and consortia.
Table 2.1: Current status and opportunities for major energy technologies

Energy
Technology
Photovoltaics

Current Status
• PV module production is
dominated by a small number
of materials: polycrystalline and
single crystalline Si and CdTe.
• Reducing capital and
manufacturing costs could
lower full levelized cost of solar
electricity to 0.03 US$/kWh (i.e.,
US DOE 2030 target).

Materials Opportunities
• Further reductions in cost of
solar electricity require improved
efficiency, longer module/
electronics lifetimes, and reduced
efficiency degradation.
• New materials and new
mechanisms for solar energy
harvesting are required.
• Hybrid perovskites are one of the
most promising classes of new
materials, with power conversion
efficiencies >22%, but suffer
from low long-term stability and
presence of toxic elements.
• New mechanisms for
boosting efficiency (e.g.,
photon up-conversion, carrier
multiplication, luminescence
concentrators) require new
materials, but performance of
current materials is lacking.
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Batteries
(for electric
vehicles
and grid
storage)

• Technology is dominated by
lithium-ion batteries.
• While single electrode materials
have demonstrated high-power
capabilities, the current Li-ion cell
suffers from power limitation due
to interfacial reactions.
• Current materials have about half
the specific energy (200–250 Wh
kg–1) of the goal proposed by the
Battery500 Consortium: >10-year
life and total mileage of ~150,000
miles.
• Current materials have problems
of chemical and structural
stability.
• Grid storage applications require
performance stability, i.e., >6,000
cycles and >20-year lifetimes.

• New materials architectures,
interfacial treatments, and cell
design are needed to improve
power density.
• New materials with higher
energy and power densities and
improved chemical and structural
stability are required.
• Lower-cost, low supply-risk
element replacements for current
battery components are required
to scale up battery storage.
• There have been rapid
developments in solid-state Li
batteries, but interfacial reactions
and cell design need further R&D.
• Redox flow batteries show
promise for grid storage, but
solubility and stability of redox
molecules at any state of charge
must be improved.
• The cost of ion-exchange
membranes must decrease.

Solar fuels

• Key reactions to produce fuels (by
light-induced or dark catalysis)
are limited in efficiency and
long-term cycling.

• More efficient catalysts based
on cheaper, earth-abundant
elements are needed.

• Use of solar fuels (in fuel cells)
requires high temperatures, which
increase operating costs and
cause corrosion of cell materials.
Or, if run at low temperatures,
they rely on precious metal
catalysts, e.g., platinum.

Wind Power

• Wind power is one of the fastest
growing renewable energy
sources, currently providing
2.8% of the world’s electricity
generation.
• If growth continues, wind could
provide 20-30% of global power
generation, displacing 3 billion
tons of CO2 per year.
• To generate electricity, wind relies
on electric motors, which today
require permanent magnets.
• In cold and icy or sandy desert
climates, wind blades erode
and foul, which can cause up to
25-50% degradation in power
production.

The following new materials are
needed:
• erosion-resistant coatings and
materials;
• hydrophobic, light-weight
materials and coatings;
• impact-resistant materials for the
leading edge of wind blades; and
• high-performance permanent
magnet materials that do not
contain elements with supply risk
(critical materials).
• Offshore installations (which
provide much more power
than onshore) need improved
salt-water corrosion-resistant
materials.
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Thermal
energy
conversion

• Harnessing waste heat would help
mitigate global energy needs,
but most heat sources are not
harnessed.

• More efficient thermoelectric
materials are required to
convert waste heat to electricity.
Promising strategies include
nanostructures, heterostructures,
and alloying.
• More thermally stable
thermoelectric materials that do
not experience degradation under
severe thermal cycling conditions
are needed.
• New materials for smart-windows
using electro-, photo-, and
thermochromic mechanisms
are needed to control infrared
radiation.
• Materials are needed to improve
building energy efficiency.

Gas
separation
and storage

Power
transmission

• The petrochemical industry
currently fractionally separates
hydrocarbons based on molecular
weight.
• Recent developments in metalorganic frameworks have resulted
in excellent storage capabilities
for CH4 and CO2.

• Finding new materials and
processes that generate useful
products from captured CO2
would provide a financial incentive
for further development.

• High-voltage alternating current
(AC) transmission is widely
implemented due to its ability to
transform the voltage. However,
as lines get longer and the voltage
higher, the losses due to power
dissipation increase dramatically.

• High-voltage direct current (DC)
is more efficient to transport
large amounts of power over a
long distance. However, improved
materials for high-power
electronics are needed for
widespread implementation.

• Efficient power transmission
across long distances and
underwater would improve
offshore, high-power wind energy.

• Discovery of superconducting
materials at ambient
temperatures would revolutionize
electric power transmission by
effectively eliminating losses.

Refs for table: [38, 39].
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• Clearer structure-property
relationships are needed to
optimize materials.
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3

The Urgent Need for a Materials
Acceleration Platform

T

hroughout history, humans have developed energy technologies
to maximize the energy available for human consumption and
increase productivity. This drive has led to transitions from wood

burning to the use of coal, oil, and natural gas, whose extraction by
machinery became far more efficient than harvesting trees through
human innovation. The development of nuclear power required
scientific understanding to harness the high-energy content of nuclear
fuel, while tackling persistent challenges in safety, cost, and waste
handling. With GHG emission reductions in mind, the current shift to
clean energy is the most challenging and potentially most rewarding
energy transition to date.
Advanced materials represent today about 50% of the manufacturing
cost of clean energy and are expected to increase to 80% in the near
future, according to the Energy Materials Industrial Research Initiative
(EMIRI) [1]. Thus, a successful transition to clean energy requires the
development of new, high-performance, low-cost materials that are
resilient, safe for humans and the environment, recyclable, and use
abundant elements so that they can be deployed globally. This challenge
is not merely an engineering problem; it requires fundamental new
scientific advances to design and organize matter from the atomic
scale to the systems scale. The scale of the research is on the order
of multiple Manhattan project efforts, i.e., enormous and requiring
more human effort than is currently plausible.
This transition can be accelerated by leveraging new ways of doing
science. The groundwork has already been completed due to the
creation of many simple materials with tremendous functionality, such
as silicon-based materials that, after 60 years of R&D, have led to
solar cells on roofs and billions of transistors in hand-held electronics.
Traditional, human researcher-centric methods, however, are now
insufficient for providing the materials innovations needed to deliver
ubiquitous clean energy. We have reached the limits of any one human
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mind to assimilate the level of detail and magnitude of data that are now produced
by experiments and computational simulations. Computer simulations with current
computer power are approaching the limit to predict the properties of matter at the
relevant length and time scales. We have also reached the limit of any single research
group to own and operate the variety of synthetic and characterization equipment
needed to completely understand these materials. Moreover, we are approaching
the time limit for deploying worldwide ubiquitous clean energy technologies before
the environmental damage becomes irreversible.

Figure 3.1 Six Grand Goals of the Materials Acceleration Platform.

It is time for a materials innovation revolution that demands a fundamental change
in how materials research, scientific discovery, and technology development are
conducted. This is not unlike the transition in nuclear physics research: it began
in the 1920s and 1930s with small, tabletop, single-laboratory experiments, was
accelerated by massive mission-oriented public investments such as the Manhattan
project, and is now dominated by giant, internationally funded, collaborative particle
accelerators and supercolliders.
The Materials Acceleration Platform, or MAP, aims to reduce the materials development
cycle from 10 to 20 years to 1 or 2 years. It builds on recent scientific breakthroughs
and the ability to program machines to assist the design of materials, moving away
from the drudgery of Edisonian discovery methods. Such breakthroughs allow
scientists to order whole families of new materials based on desired properties
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without tedious hours of trial and experiments in the lab. The ability of AI to sift
through vast quantities of data can deliver new scientific insights to humans. The
development of new AI-assisted theoretical methods can speed up the simulation
and design of new materials. Achieving this, however, requires development of
machine intelligence and materials synthesis capabilities beyond the scale of any
human team.
MAP features six integrated priority research areas, the Six Grand Goals, which can
be approached and achieved more effectively and faster through strong international
cooperation (Figure 3.1):
1. Closing the Loop in Autonomous Discovery and Development: “Self-driving
laboratories” that autonomously design, perform, and interpret experiments are
needed to discover new materials. Creating and deploying autonomous laboratories
that can perform this closed-feedback-loop discovery and development process
would be the culmination of all the other goals.
2. Artificial Intelligence for Materials: Autonomous research relies on reasoning,
decision making, and creativity. The particular scale and details of theoretical,
computational, synthetic, and characterization evidence in materials research
require the establishment of this new branch of AI. National and international
research organizations can facilitate an integrated computer and materials
science research effort to develop algorithms that mimic, and then supersede,
the intellect and intuition of expert materials scientists.
3. Modular Materials Robotics: To accommodate evolving materials demands
and the ever-expanding breadth of clean energy technologies, autonomous
laboratories must remain nimble and motivate a modular approach to the
development of materials science automation. The elegant representation of
techniques and materials as modular building blocks fosters human-machine
communication and simplifies the path to materials exploration beyond the
bounds of known materials.
4. Inverse Design: Materials innovation by an autonomous laboratory can be seeded
and accelerated by conceiving novel materials compositions or structures that
can meet specific requirements. Inverse design enables automated generation of
candidate materials designed to meet the performance, cost, and compatibility
requirements of a given clean energy technology.
5. Bridging Length and Time Scales: Materials consist of atoms, connected by
bonds and arranged at the nano, micro, and macro scales—a variation in length
scale akin to going from the width of a human hair to the diameter of Earth. Light
absorption occurs in femtoseconds, chemical bonds are broken and formed
in picoseconds, and syntheses and characterizations require microsecond- to
hour-long experiments. Materials that are stable for decades are needed, an equally
daunting breadth of scale. Although there are appropriate scientific theories
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for each of these length and time scales, systematic methods of connecting
results and ideas across these scales would enable transformative discoveries.
6. Data Infrastructure and Interchange: Innovation relies on communication and
appropriate representation of both data and the knowledge obtained from data.
This poses a substantial challenge to the international research community to
join forces in establishing and populating a materials data infrastructure. The
resulting product, which would embody an understanding of materials beyond
that attainable by an individual scientist or even a team of scientists, would
enable and enhance autonomous laboratories.
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4

Goal #1: Closing the Loop in
Autonomous Discovery and Development

A

n autonomous platform for materials discovery would exploit
the “feedback” from measurements and guide new synthesis
and characterization experiments or simulations, i.e., enable

closed-loop research or a self-driven laboratory. It would ultimately
converge to an optimal materials design for target functionality, while
autonomously generating and validating hypotheses of the underlying
physical and chemical phenomena. The overarching challenge of
autonomous materials research combines (i) AI-based predictive theory
of new materials and their properties, (ii) autonomous robotic systems
for synthesis and experimental data collection, (iii) data analytics such
as feature extraction, (iv) machine learning-based classification and
regression of the results, and (v) decision modules to drive optimal
experimental design for subsequent experimental iterations. For
autonomous discovery and development, these elements need to be
integrated into a closed-loop platform for designing and performing
experiments, which can ultimately create new materials to meet society’s
needs for clean energy.
Such an ambitious program cannot be accomplished all at once. Instead,
it requires incremental progress as materials-related AI algorithms and
robotic technologies are developed and integrated. These algorithms
should first be applied to simple closed-loop optimization and discovery
schemes. The experience built up by many such optimizations can inform
higher-level AI programs that can design experiments with progressively
greater autonomy. Autonomy refers to the ability to assimilate results to
make decisions in high-dimensional parameter space, which at this scale
can surpass human intuition. By contrast, automation of experimental
and computational tools does not require AI; it only follows commands
from autonomous control systems. Automation reduces the cycle-time,
but autonomy closes the loop.
When optimizing or discovering new materials, human intuition currently
drives experiment design. The resulting data sets tend to be clustered,
sparse, and incomplete, especially since humans favour inclusion of
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“successful” data and do not report data of “failed” experiments. The comprehensive
incorporation of all data, successful or failed, is one of the strengths of machine
learning approaches to AI for materials. With sufficient data, an AI-driven machine
can choose the next step in experiments or simulations more efficiently than
humans, speeding up the optimization of a given property.
In closed-loop materials design and discovery, autonomy can emerge at multiple
levels. At the lowest level, AI decides the next step in an optimization loop. Such
optimization can be implemented in the theoretical domain (e.g., what is the best
composition of ternary oxide to simulate that is expected to yield a particular
functionality?) or in the experimental domain (e.g., what is the best reactor condition
to yield faster crystalline growth?). At a higher level, AI decides how to design
materials, such as selecting among hierarchical structures of disparate building
blocks. At the highest level, AI can develop chemical insights from raw data and
correlations, drawing information from vastly different types of properties, e.g.,
electrical, mechanical, optical, electrochemical, thermal, or structural. AI in the loop
can confirm or negate mooted hypotheses on the operative physical and chemical
phenomena more efficiently than conventional approaches.

4.1 OPPORTUNITIES
A key challenge in materials discovery, particularly in the organic materials domain, is
the limited availability of automated or closed-loop synthetic tools. Synthetic organic
molecules are an important form of matter in a huge range of human activities.
Organic molecules are used as medicines, functional coatings, energy storage, and
energy harvesting materials, to name a few applications. Despite the widespread
applications, synthesizing novel organic molecules is an activity reserved for highly
trained specialists. The limited pool of experts trained in synthetic chemistry
creates a significant bottleneck for researchers in other fields interested in using
synthetic molecules to achieve their R&D aims. To drive discovery and development
of new materials for clean energy, materials researchers need access to synthetic
molecules much faster and on a much larger scale than currently possible.
Characterization of materials is critical to the discovery process and must be
integral to autonomous systems. Currently, a plethora of instrumental techniques,
data analysis software or models, and interpretation or visualization tools are used,
depending on several variables, such as sample type, instrument availability, and/
or user experience. Rarely are these processes automated or coupled between
different techniques. This presents practical limitations on the speed of the materials
development loop, but there is ample room for intense R&D efforts to solve these
issues with characterization.
To date, characterization has used a technique-centric approach, in which sample
surfaces are prepared and analyzed independently in individual, technique-specialized
laboratories. This approach has proven viable for research activities producing
limited amounts of samples. However, analyzing vast quantities of samples, such
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as those produced by automated synthesis techniques, could be more challenging.
As such, a new characterization paradigm is needed in which sample analysis is
performed in an automated fashion driven by machine learning and AI. There are
two types of automation loops, broadly described as “optimization” and “discovery”
(Section 4.4.4). The distinction between them is not sharp, and many investigations
would include aspects of both. What is clear, however, is that both approaches need
similar growth and characterization tools, but their workflows could differ owing
to different time scales of the characterization techniques.

4.2 BENEFITS AND IMPACT
Achieving this goal could result in the creation of a shared international framework of
autonomous materials synthesis and characterization research systems available to
industry, academia, and national labs for rapid testing of hypotheses. Such systems
would manage data by internally adopting laboratory information management that
automatically harvests as-taken data and metadata into a community database
and provides tools for the dissemination of data, methods, and analysis results.
Samples would be created and transported around each facility, in a fully autonomous
manner with the machines suggesting the next measurement point to be taken
locally and globally through integration of data taken in a worldwide network.
Closing the loop could also result in Moore’s law-like behaviour, but in this case
the rate of discovery would be doubled every two years [1], which would enable
substantial developments in new materials for energy, where multiple competing
properties have to be optimized.
On the individual lab scale, success in this goal would ultimately lead to a bench-top
device that is capable of autonomous synthetic chemistry. Its first iteration would
integrate the process of designing the synthetic route to the target molecule,
validating the routes and optimization of the resulting synthetic steps using integrated
analytical technologies. The device would also purify and characterize the target
molecule against the molecular properties desired. It would be able to learn from
the results of each experiment to further refine the AI that designs the synthetic
routes and the algorithms that are used to optimize the individual chemical steps.
Going beyond this, the long-range impact could be the development of an autonomous
tool that designs for function instead of target molecule. The current paradigm for
materials discovery is to design a molecule, then make the molecule, and then test
the molecule to see if it has the target properties. The ultimate goal, however, is not
the specific structure of the molecule, but obtaining of a material with the target
properties. The ideal device would begin with a description of the target properties
and then iterate on molecular architectures until it achieves these properties.
Closing the loop would also result in a paradigm where samples are no longer
replicated or transferred between separate technique-oriented facilities, but
become the centre; the techniques would be merged in national-scale facilities
dedicated to creating carefully curated sample arrays or libraries that are shared
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among co-located techniques. To ensure that the characterizations have the most
information, the robotics could transfer the sample in tailored environments, such
as controlled atmosphere, ultra-high vacuum, temperature, etc. It is unlikely that
one facility could encompass the three classes of materials that are the focus of this
document (i.e., organic, inorganic, composite) along with others. However, several
facilities with similar organization, but with tools and environments optimized for
each class, could be developed. Some common questions for all materials classes
could lead to overlap in the characterization methods.

4.3 RELATIONSHIP TO THE OTHER GOALS OF THE MATERIALS
ACCELERATION PLATFORM
While the techniques required for closing the loop must typically be tailored
for a particular class of materials or target technology, any establishment of an
autonomous laboratory must inevitably build upon the contributions of the other
five goals. A holistic ontology for materials data, as described in Goal 6 (Data
Infrastructure and Interchange), is necessary to enable facile and meaningful
communication between the feedback loop components. A key step is to connect
data and information from characterization and simulations to synthetic conditions.
This includes retaining metadata from the synthesis for the experimental sample, to
match with characterization and simulation, and to enable continuous optimization.
Furthermore, including experiments as an integral component requires setting of
tolerances for the uncertainty and quality of data. For example, samples of the same
material grown in different laboratories may differ due to variations in unavoidable
experimental conditions and may deviate from nominal compositions or differ in
the exact identification of the phases.
To integrate materials data in closed-loop discovery systems, the data stored must
go beyond the raw formats to include pipelines for feature extraction and automated
processing of characterization output. For example, extraction of domain sizes,
heterogeneity, microstructure, and other parameters from micrographs (e.g.,
scanning electron microscopy, SEM; transmission electron microscopy, TEM; atomic
force microscopy, AFM; scanning tunnelling, microscopy, STM) is often performed
on an ad hoc basis in a particular research group. However, tools are often not
shared or connected directly in machine-friendly data formats to calculated data
or experimental conditions. Therefore, along with the data, materials informatics
tools are expected to help accelerate the materials discovery process within an
integrated feedback loop.
Inverse design (Goal 4) could address a common roadblock in seeding an autonomous
experiment: assembling an initial list of target materials. On a practical level, the
adaptation of autonomous laboratories for a given problem would rely on the successful
development of modular materials robotics (Goal 3). To the extent that a quickly
executed single step of an autonomous loop covers a breadth of length and time
scales (Goal 5), advancements in Goal 2 would also be needed to effectively close
the loop. While this autonomous discovery goal involves substantial integration of the
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other goals, the integration, management, and communication of the components
comprise a unique set of basic research challenges whose development would be
accelerated through shared resources and effective dissemination of know-how.
Decisions and research planning based on the data could initially be performed
with existing AI optimization algorithms. To further capitalize on the autonomous
infrastructure and enable autonomous laboratories to explore materials space
beyond the confines of previous research, the reasoning and intuitive decision
making of AI would be necessary.

4.4 MATERIALS-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
4.4.1 Inorganic materials
Existing automation and high-throughput discovery platforms, both commercial
and single-lab “home-built’ systems, have been developed for high-throughput
experimental (HTE) synthesis of thin films, nanomaterials, metal-organic frameworks,
membranes [2,3,4], and more. Industry has widely adopted HTE methods for
inorganics, particularly with the cost-oriented objective to “fail fast” [5]. From this
work, new materials for medical stents, catalysts to reduce pollutant release, new
refrigerant materials, and novel alloys for next-generation jet engines have emerged.
For example, in the area of functional oxides, accelerated photocatalyst discovery
was recently demonstrated by combining high-throughput experiments with
computational screening for the discovery of solar fuels photoanodes [6]. These
multi-functional inorganic materials must simultaneously exhibit a broad set of
properties. The primary feedback loop demonstrated by this project was refining
theory and experiment techniques so that each helped inform the other and addressed
materials functionalities that were particularly difficult to screen by other methods.
With the refined screening pipeline in place, from a computational screening of
approximately 3,000 ternary oxides, 47 materials were identified as potentially
promising photoanodes, from which 17 were successfully synthesized, and 16
were identified as photoanodes that could enable fuel generation using sunlight.
This suite of discoveries represents a hallmark achievement that demonstrates the
importance of closing the loop. Its success, despite an incomplete closing of the
loop (screening was performed via serial filtering) and lack of automated feedback
between experiments and computations, highlights the transformative impact
of advancements in these areas and realization of a fully closed loop. In another
example, Balachandran et al. demonstrated the use of a feedback loop in finding
materials with desired elastic properties, with minimal iterations in optimization [7].
The current state of the art tends towards non-interchangeable, non-standardized,
and application-specific approaches [8]. While there are examples of active-learning
integration into autonomous systems [9], most implementations need further
development of automation and integration with synthesis, AI, and data collection. Of
the few existing inorganic materials knowledge extraction platforms (CombiView, Oak
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Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) group, Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis
(JCAP) [10,11]), even fewer are open access/open source. Ideally, data taken and
analyzed on the fly are referenced against open databases, both experimental
(e.g., ICSD) and theoretical (e.g., OQMD [12], NOMAD [13], AiiDA [14], Materials
Project [15], AFLOW [16]). Potential contradictions are also automatically flagged
for deeper experimental investigation and theoretical validation. Developing this
type of software requires databases to expose public application programming
interfaces (APIs) that are structured to facilitate use by software engineers from a
variety of backgrounds and development environments.
For future improved, modular, automated implementations, it is important to
recognize that the discovery and optimization of target functional inorganic materials
span a multi-dimensional space, covering functionality, stability, interface, and
morphology metrics. A key decision for any autonomous research paradigm is
translating hypothesis and design into metrics for measuring success. For example,
in an effort to discover new Heusler compounds, Oliynyk et al. [17] parametrized
the chemical formula for over 50 different real-valued and categorical features that
could be calculated directly from the formula.
HTE characterization techniques have been developed for a broad range of inorganic
materials functionalities including ferroelectric, magnetic, energy storage, catalysis,
and corrosion resistance. However, existing platforms tend to be application specific
and expensive. Making decisions about which techniques to include (e.g., Raman;
x-ray diffraction, XRD; x-ray absorption spectroscopy, XAS), depending on the
design metrics space, is a clear challenge of high-throughput characterization [18].
Another challenge for all inorganic materials is the automated investigation of a
given material’s microstructure, a key need in understanding performance. Nano
and atomic structure is confirmed only by electron microscopy, which is difficult
to automate. Advances in modular robotics would enable on-site, on-the-fly sample
transfer between synthesis and characterization, accelerating an already accelerated
process for materials discovery. Advances in on-the-fly machine learning during
synthesis and characterization are required to maximize the amount of knowledge
gained per experimental point and reduce instrument “dead time.”

4.4.2 Organic materials
Synthetic chemistry is a series of discrete steps: identify the target molecule,
determine the available building blocks, design the synthesis of the target from
the available building blocks, carry out the synthetic experiments, analyze the
results, and iterate until the synthesis of the target molecule is achieved. Once
the target is synthesized, it must be purified and characterized against the target
properties sought. The cycle then repeats with the identification of the next target
and the process iterates until the target properties are achieved. Each step can be
automated to accelerate the process and, critically, make it available to non-experts.
See Section 6.4.2 for an expanded discussion of issues related to the scope and
modularity of an automated synthesis machine.
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Technologies enabling autonomous organic synthesis are rapidly advancing towards
the goal of a truly autonomous discovery machine. Although many of the pieces
required for such a machine exist today, they are not yet fully connected. Initiatives,
such as DARPA’s Make-It program [19] and European effort Dial-a-Molecule [20],
have made advances in this area.
The automation of synthetic design has a long history of efforts to leverage
computers to design synthetic routes, from LHASA in the 1960s to programs such
as ChemPlanner [21] and Chematica today [22]. Although the utility of these tools
has greatly improved over the years, they are still tools for experts and disconnected
from experimental outcomes. None has yet been integrated into an automated
synthesis platform where the AI can receive feedback from experiments to enhance
the training set for the AI with real data [23].
The automation of the mechanics of chemical synthesis has been accomplished
as well. For a few structural classes, this automation has existed for decades. See
Section 6.4.2 for specific examples, but, for the most part, they involve biological
molecules. The pharmaceutical industry has invested heavily in this area with
companies such as Eli Lilly creating
fully automated robotic platforms
for rapid synthesis of drug-like
molecules [24]. While these parallel
efforts are impressive, their capital
costs are cost prohibitive and
they largely operate in a parallel
synthesis mode that may not
be the ideal platform for a truly
autonomous synthesis machine.
More recently, there have been
efforts to develop an automated
synthesis machine that can perform
a broad range of reactions to
assemble pharmaceutical drugs
through a multi-step synthetic
process carried out in small footprint

Figure 4.1 A reconfigurable system for continuous production

flow chemical platforms (Figure and reformulation of APIs. [Source: ref 25]
4.1) [25,26,27].

Automation of the optimization of synthetic processes has also seen significant
advances in the past decade. For some automated reaction optimization technologies,
computer algorithms are used to optimize multiple reaction parameters to
achieve a target goal, typically the yield or purity profile of a specific molecule. An
important application is the ability to use an inline analytical technology coupled
to an automated flow chemistry synthesis platform to allow for real-time iterative
optimization of a synthetic reaction (Figure 4.2) [28,29].
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Figure 4.2 Workflow for automated feedback optimization. [Source: ref 28]

An important component of self-optimizing systems is the online and inline analysis
tools available to characterize the results of the automated reactions. Spectroscopic
tools, such as NMR, infrared (IR), and Raman, along with high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC), have been successfully applied to enable automated
optimization, particularly in flow chemical systems [30,31]. Relatively simple and
static algorithms are used in all these automated optimization examples; enabling
learning algorithms would yield improvements.

4.3.3 Nanomaterials and composites
Synthesis of nanomaterials has a vast array of potential processing conditions, such
as temperature, pressure, pH, and composition, which complicates the potential
applications of AI and informatics methods. Descriptors capturing synthesis
and processing steps are essential for autonomous research in these systems.
Nanocomposites also lack structural characterization tools that fully capture the
relevant structure/property/processing relationships. Development of these tools
would benefit the autonomous discovery of such materials. Additionally, the goals of
synthesis for nanomaterials and nanocomposites cover multiple property dimensions,
processability, process robustness, and cost-effectiveness. The vastness of the
parameter space makes the challenge overwhelming for the current, human-driven
research processes.
Chan et al. have built WANDA, a robot for high-throughput nanocrystal synthesis,
which pioneered automated nanoparticle synthesis [32]. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
the state of the art in closed-loop autonomous synthesis is ARES, which uses AI and
closed-loop, iterative experimentation to learn to grow carbon nanotubes at targeted
rates [33]. It is the first autonomous research robot for materials development.
Closed-loop autonomous research systems for nanomaterials and nanocomposites
synthesis are especially useful because of the vast experimental parameter space
and large number of potential operative physical and chemical phenomena. Going
forward, the approach would be to build upon the state of the art to encompass
more nanomaterials and nanocomposites, as well as to achieve fundamental
understanding resulting from the closed-loop research systems. For example, the
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transition from carbon nanotubes to scaled production would directly affect the
clean energy materials goals because applying carbon nanotubes to lightweighting
transportation vehicles would improve power transmission efficiency, greatly
reducing energy consumption. Additionally, the transformation of hydrocarbons
(e.g., from conversion of captured CO2) to carbon nanomaterials would effectively
sequester the carbon indefinitely.
For nanocomposites, developing closed-loop autonomous research systems would
create the ability to understand and control their synthesis at unprecedented levels,
paving the way for multi-functional, holistic property suites at scaled, cost-effective
rates. Investing in the synthesis of nanomaterials and composites would result in
the building of more autonomous synthesis robotics, and eventually generalize the
method to a wide range of nanomaterials.

4.4.4 Universal approaches to characterization
Two kinds of loops must be considered for closed-loop platforms: optimization
loops and discovery loops. Optimization loops typically focus on a functionality
(e.g., oxygen evolution rate of a catalyst [34], band gap of a photovoltaic material,
electronic conductivity for thermoelectric materials, ionic conductivity of electrolyte
materials), which is closely tied to a direct characterization. It is beneficial if the
characterization tool can be coupled directly to the synthesis process as both aim
to narrow the composition/structure degrees of freedom.
Discovery loops focus on complex systems whose structure-function relationships are
difficult to predict and attempt to explain what these relationships are in a meaningful
way. In such complex systems, there are many internal degrees of freedom that
can lead to emergent properties and phenomena. Because each internal degree is
probed separately, there may not be clear ties between individual measurements
and the ultimate functionality. Therefore, multiple measurements are needed at
each sample preparation stage. Discovery algorithms need as much guidance as
possible to narrow the phase space for sample growth. Machine learning with both
theoretical and experimental inputs is expected to play a leading role.
There are universal characterization techniques associated with all classes of materials:
scanning probe microscopies for atomic-scale information, x-ray nanoprobes for
spatially resolved chemical and electronic information, lasers and x-ray lasers for
time-resolved response, and tools integrated with the sample growth environments
to characterize growth dynamics.
To take advantage of these and other characterization techniques on a large scale,
robotic tools need to be developed and new algorithms need to be created. These
algorithms need to incorporate machine learning and AI.
The historical approach to characterize materials is optimized for nominally
homogeneous materials. However, when dealing with heterogeneous samples, the
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value of this approach is diminished because it is by nature statistical. If the probes
lack sufficient spatial resolution, or are not applied to the same region of the same
samples, the information available from direct correlations is lost. Furthermore,
the samples are no longer in the same environment or in the same stage of their
lifetimes. Nominally identical, but distinct, samples may have been prepared under
similar, but not identical, conditions and therefore further weaken the statistical
strength of the enterprise. This greatly weakens the correlations between techniques,
and wastes a great deal of time (Figure 2.2).
Even more important is the fact that future discoveries are likely to be found in the
morphological and combinatorial modifications of materials. These would surely
require side-by-side comparison of tailored samples with identical and known
provenance. Creation and understanding of such sample arrays would create a
future bottleneck, and replicating these arrays in multiple laboratories would not
be generally possible or practical. This is especially true because many valuable
techniques are surface-sensitive, or the samples themselves are dominated by
surface effects.
A principal challenge in autonomous characterization is the diverse time scales and
information quantities available from the disparate characterization techniques,
which can vary from ultra-fast (femtosecond lasers) [35], to over seconds simple
measurements (conductivity, reflectivity), to a substantial part of a day (scanning
probe microscopies). While the more time-consuming characterization techniques
may inhibit a high-throughput approach, they may offer a tremendously rich data
set that can be leveraged in integrating AI-based predictive systems in autonomous
discovery. Establishing hierarchical measurement workflows based on the time and
complexity of techniques would therefore be useful.
Figure 4.3 shows such a workflow, where first, a large quantity of samples is analyzed
in an automatic manner for a specific functionality that is faster to measure, after
which a reduced number of highly contrasting samples is subjected to more detailed
analysis (middle section of the graph) to investigate the relationship between preparation
conditions and composition. This information is used to zoom in on the promising
samples that are subsequently subjected to in-depth and more time-consuming
analysis to understand the material with tools that yield the most important atomic,
energy, momentum, spin, and/or time resolution. Theoreticians can then use this
knowledge to refine predictive models. The left side of the workflow focuses on the
optimization process, which can be optimized for high-speed machine-controlled
operation. The right side focuses on the “why”, which, on its slower time scale, is
better suited to the human side of the process.
Centralization is both a significant challenge and an opportunity in the characterization
of materials in the automated discovery process. How can we establish and promote
an intermutual environment to foster international collaboration? How can we
avoid duplication of effort to design uniform hardware and software standards for
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Figure 4.3 A typical progressive pathway to both optimization and understanding of material
functionality begins with left, a high-throughput screening of promising material families (theoretical
and/or experimental) to narrow down the phase space, followed by a more in-depth, narrower search
of phase space to optimize structural/functional characteristics. The final step (right) is focused
on gaining understanding through the slowest, most information-rich techniques with spatial,
energy, momentum, and spin resolution. [Source: ref 36, and based on original works presented
in refs 37,38,39,40]

exchanging samples between characterization tools, data archiving, etc.? These
challenges can be addressed by establishing international-scale user facilities
focused on automated materials characterization. Establishing centralized facilities
of this nature, however, raises new challenges:
• Where should such facilities be located?
• What are the access modes for centralized facilities?
• How can we manage the optimum use of the individual growth/characterization
chambers?
• Are there intellectual property (IP) concerns?
The emergence of a portfolio of centralized and decentralized organizations of
different scales is expected to address these questions. Investment in centralized
institutions such as existing national labs would not only integrate specialized
probes (e.g., synchrotron x-rays or high-resolution TEM), but also leverage the vast
engineering resources for development of uniform software and hardware tools for
managing the characterization. These include the engineering of complex robotics,
the modular components, algorithms, etc. An example of a nascent effort in this
direction is the HTE materials collaboratory, a centre without walls, which combines
access to world-class HTE and AI tools across multiple institutions to accelerate
materials discovery [41]. Private-sector organizations would also participate and
invest, in the same way that organizations such as Transcriptic and Emerald Cloud Lab
provide services in synthetic biology, biochemistry, and pharmaceutical chemistry.
Once this approach is fully developed through a concerted and centralized effort,
these same tools can then be deployed in dispersed laboratories.
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5

Goal #2: Artificial Intelligence for
Materials

A

I is a broad field of computer science with the general goal of
making machines intelligent. Within the past decade, AI has
achieved breakthroughs in computer vision, speech, language

translation, and natural language understanding. AI-based computer

systems have surpassed humans for complex tasks such as image
recognition, cancer detection, and games (e.g., Chess, Go, Poker,
Jeopardy, video games). Active areas of AI research include self-driving
cars and the understanding of human speech. This chapter introduces
Artificial Intelligence for Materials (AI4M) as a Grand Goal at the
intersection of AI and materials research.
Machine learning, a subfield of AI that has exploded in recent years,
involves statistical algorithms that improve with experience. Support
vector machines, kernel methods, and neural networks are among the
methods used for machine learning. Deep neural networks are perhaps
the largest active research area due to the applications that they enable.
These types of algorithms benefit from and enhance automation. As
robotics transforms design, manufacturing, and transportation —
constituting a modern industrial revolution — achieving the analogous
materials discovery revolution requires AI and, in particular, the emulation
of human scientific intuition, reasoning, and decision making.
Humans have traditionally enjoyed reasoning and intuition capabilities
that far exceed those of machines. As AI erodes these barriers, materials
science must not only adopt the state of art in AI, but also push the
frontier of AI to mimic, and then supersede, the scientific intuition and
decision making of an expert materials scientist. The AI4M goal exemplifies
the need to advance beyond available machine learning algorithms in
two primary ways: (i) elevating machine learning from generating data
models to generating human-understandable explanations, inferences,
and conclusions; and (ii) enabling autonomous reasoning about these
outcomes and prior data to generate an actionable research plan.
These accomplishments are critical for conducting basic science where
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knowledge and understanding take precedence over quantitative results, rather
than an optimization or an image recognition task for which a data model can be
sufficiently scored by its goodness-of-fit or convergence rate.

5.1 OPPORTUNITIES
The current challenges in realizing AI4M range from technical to organizational.
The necessary AI algorithms cannot be derived or adapted from the present AI
field, largely because development of these algorithms did not consider materials
science. Algorithm inputs for materials science still look less like big data and more
like sparse, heterogeneous data that can only be understood in the context of the
chemical and physical laws that constrain the accessible portions of the vast, multidimensional materials parameter space. AI for materials must be enlightened by
these chemical and physical laws. This constitutes an entirely new field of research
that can only be pioneered at the intersection of the AI and materials communities,
with top researchers from both working side by side. The need for collaboration
requires an evolution of the organizational and funding mechanisms of stakeholders
and research institutions. New mechanisms for cross-discipline education are also
needed to enable an informed research community to develop multidisciplinary
research programs that can simultaneously advance the materials and AI fields.
Machine learning provides an opportunity to blend together two broad classes of
models. First, discriminative models are powerful ways of representing correlations
in the data. For example, the chemistry and materials community has a long history
of success in developing quantitative structure-property prediction models. More
recently, advanced kernel methods and neural networks have allowed for advances
in the field.
Second, generative models allow for the generation of samples from probability
distributions. Traditional methods, such as the Monte Carlo method, have been
used for some time. Other methods, specifically autoencoders and generative
adversarial networks, have rapidly advanced other areas of machine learning for the
generation of artificial data. Examples include computer-generated art and video.
These methods are relevant to AI4M as they employ a latent-space representation,
i.e., a relatively low dimensional vector space to represent the problem of interest.
The points in this space can be clustered according to properties of interest, and can
lead to the understanding and generalization of concepts from the materials data.
Generating models that not only give the correct predictions, but also lead to new
understandings of materials chemistry and physics is an important challenge in
machine learning. The overall problem of generating human-interpretable machine
learning results is an active area in computer science research (e.g., Fairness,
Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning (FAT/ML) initiative [1], DARPA’s
Explainable AI program [2]). Attaining “understanding” of materials phenomena
requires translation of knowledge across different physical models and types of
computational and experimental data; therein lie not only the initial barriers to
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development of materials-specific AI algorithms, but also the opportunities for
these algorithms to supersede human capabilities of deriving understanding from
data. Moreover, the many external constraints, such as experimental cost, hazards,
desirability, and regulatory concerns, must be appropriately incorporated into
material-specific AI. In the short term, human-machine cooperation may be the
most effective way to capture the tacit knowledge, as demonstrated in a recent
application to the optimization of nuclear fusion experiments [3]. Materials-specific
software platforms that facilitate rapid and broad collection of human expertise,
e.g., via crowdsourcing, are required for building the datasets needed to train AI4M
to reproduce scientific expertise [4].

5.2 BENEFITS AND IMPACT
AI4M can enable breakthroughs and materials solutions for clean energy technologies
that are unimaginable/unattainable using current approaches on any time scale.
Although the materials science community’s achievements to date are laudable,
human creativity and intellect may be limiting our communal progress in providing
materials that enable clean energy technologies — allowing AI4M to disrupt cost and
performance learning curves. Materials-specific advancements in AI would make
automated research “better” as well as “faster”. That is, autonomous laboratories
would not only exceed human capabilities in speed and efficiency, but also in
creativity and problem solving, which hinge upon successful development of AI4M.
In the same way that a brainstorming session of a team of scientists generates
more creative ideas than from an individual alone, a community of enlightened
AI algorithms could provide a suite of complementary research paths that follow
different lines of reasoning to accelerate innovation.
As this field develops, progress can be tracked analogously to other implementations
of AI, where landmark achievements in game playing become achievements in
clean energy as AI4M-conceived materials outperform those proposed by human
scientists to advance clean energy technology. For example, IBM’s Watson defeated
Jeopardy! Champions, and Google’s AlphaGo defeated the world’s best Go players
only later to lose to DeepMind, which has never received any human training [5].
To extend the analogy, in the wake of AlphaGo’s dominance, artificially conceived
strategies have inspired top Go players, demonstrating how AI can expand the
collective mindset of a human community. In this way, AI4M would not only
identify new high-performance clean energy materials, but also educate humans
by demonstrating new innovation strategies and new understanding of materials
chemistry and physics.

5.3 RELATIONSHIP TO THE OTHER GOALS OF THE MATERIALS
ACCELERATION PLATFORM
Achieving this goal both depends upon and enables the success of the other five
goals. In many ways, it focuses on developing the “central brain” that learns from
a variety of data streams to make informed decisions. Therefore, success in this
area would provide immediate tangible results and solutions in the other goal areas.
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Reasoning and AI model interpretation offer a direct insight into and facilitate
inverse design (Goal 4). AI also provides a necessary technology to facilitate a
dramatic breakthrough in modular materials robotics (Goal 3) and bridging length
and time scales (Goal 5).
AI reasoning capabilities are required to fully capitalize on the infrastructure
described in the chapters on autonomous discovery and development (Goal 1) and
data infrastructure and interchange (Goal 6). In some ways, AI4M complements these
goals because it is ultimately tasked with solving problems not readily addressable
by robotics and data-driven approaches.

5.4 MATERIALS-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
5.4.1 Inorganic materials
For solid-state materials, a good example of the need for AI4M to overcome a current
research barrier is the automated generation of phase diagrams from characterization
data, particularly XRD patterns [6,7]. Machine learning algorithms developed in
other fields have been effectively adapted and deployed for data reduction and
providing phase diagram-like information for simple materials systems [8,9,10,11].
In addition to the wealth of unexplored materials space, some existing datasets are
resistant to interpretation and understanding by both state-of-the-art algorithms
and expert scientists, the latter struggling to conceptualize the full dataset due to
the inability of 2D and 3D visualization to sufficiently capture the data structure in
multi-dimensional composition spaces. While computers are less intimidated by
the dimensionality of the problem, the algorithms do not hold the prior knowledge
and reasoning skills of the scientists. Integrating human and machine intelligence
can overcome the barriers in this field to accelerate identification of new inorganic
materials. This is particularly important for clean energy technologies that require
new multi-functional materials.
The design of synthesis and characterization experiments is particularly challenging
for inorganic materials due to the breadth of complementary synthesis techniques,
the expansive parameter space within each technique, and the need to tailor choice
and parameterization of characterization experiments based on the synthesis. Since
these decisions are made using reasoning based on the deep experience of experts,
autonomous laboratories will be limited in their efficiency and ability to explore
materials space until AI4M is integrated with the experiment automation. Beyond
the ability to choose an appropriate synthesis method for a desired material, AI4M
must in the long run also be able to propose previously unexplored approaches,
such as the ingenious 2010 Nobel Prize-winning realization that exfoliation provides
single-layer graphene. To the extent that machine learning is a box, it will be
challenging to teach a machine to think outside of the box; however, the greatest
opportunities lie in overcoming this challenge.
One example of the state of the art in this area is the use of machine learning to
predict previously unknown similarities between inorganic materials (Figure 5.1),
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then to use these similarities to rapidly predict the properties of materials. For
example, AFLOW consortium data make it possible to find similarities that can
predict important properties relating to light absorption and mechanical strength
(e.g., metal/insulator classification, band gap energy, bulk/shear moduli, Debye
temperature, heat expansion coefficient, heat capacities), which can be used to
predict these properties for virtually any new inorganic crystalline solid [12]. In
turn, this prediction can be used to extract simple heuristic rules that explain “why”
a particular material has these properties, in terms of thermodynamic properties
of the atoms and chemical bonds comprising the material. These simple rules
not only reduce the time for estimating properties from >1000 hours/material to
<0.1 second/material, but also provide human-interpretable insight and facilitate
inverse design (Goal 4, Chapter 7).

Figure 5.1 A screenshot of user-friendly machine learning web app at http://aflow.org/aflow-ml to
predict properties of inorganic materials.

A second example is the discovery of new materials for catalysis. Starting from a
set of detailed density functional theory simulations of catalyst surfaces and their
interaction with the substrates, it was possible to use machine learning methods
to extract the key quantities that predict the catalytic activity. To date, these key
quantities are generalizations of existing theoretical models of catalysis, such
as finding a relationship to the d-band centre [13] and d-band width [14] of the
material, coordination number of the surface catalytic atoms [15], and atomic-orbital
specific coordination numbers of those surface atoms [16]. These relationships
“explain” the detailed simulation results in terms of existing theories, and also
serve as simple rules-of-thumb for the design of new materials. Moving forward,
the challenges in this field include (i) using developing AI methods that can use this
type of information to plan the most promising “next move” in unexplored chemical
space that will yield enhanced performance, and (ii) developing machine learning
methods that can go beyond existing catalysis concepts.
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5.4.2 Organic materials
Quantum mechanics computation, combined with the advent of supercomputing, has
drastically increased our ability to understand and identify materials computationally.
AI4M offers a new revolution in computational efficiency and efficacy with two main
high-impact avenues: (i) enhancing the speed and accuracy of calculations for a
family of materials, and (ii) using data and understanding of different methods to
design and automatically execute computation campaigns.
In the first area, phenomenal success has been recently demonstrated in the
computational modelling of organic molecules through adoption of machine learning
methods. Instead of performing expensive quantum mechanics calculations on large
molecular screening libraries, calculations for a subset of the library were used to
train a more efficient machine learning model for discovering organic light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) [17]. Neural networks have also been used to learn an appropriate
quantum mechanical model of organic molecules that, when incorporated into mass
computation, offered a million-fold increase in computational efficiency (Figure
5.2) [18]. For fast calculations to generate scientific knowledge, the calculation
accuracy must be optimized and quantified. Machine learning methods such as
Bayesian statistics have also enabled rapid progress in this area, by identifying
when fast calculations can retain the accuracy of more time-consuming methods
and by learning how to identify and correct systematic errors in the calculations
[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].

Figure 5.2 Comparison between speed and accuracy of neural network versus DFT in energy
prediction for organic molecules.

With these improvements in place, human decisions on which calculations to
perform and what we have learned from the results will increasingly become a
bottleneck, requiring advancement in the second area noted above where AI emulates
human decision making. A model called ORGAN (Objective-Reinforced Generative
Adversarial Networks) is capable of generating organic molecules as SMILES (a
text representation) from scratch by employing a generative adversarial network
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[25]. ORGAN can be trained to produce more diverse molecules through a reward
mechanism that highly resembles classical conditioning in psychology, which can
be good at producing outliers. Variational autoencoder representations are another
recent development widely applied to sentence and image generation [26]. These
methods attempt to map discrete molecules to a continuous space. Once in this
continuous space, it is possible to move around in the chemical space and find
new molecules outside of the training set. In the example above, the authors found
two molecules that scored better than any of the molecules in their training set.
Another key pillar of AI in organic functional materials is determining how to
synthesize the promising molecules generated by theory. Similar to Google Maps
that help humans navigate possible directions to a destination, novel AI algorithms
can provide routes for organic synthesis planning (Figure 5.3). Recent work has
addressed this problem for the exploration of the reaction space [27], as well as
for targeting specific molecular structures [28, 29, 30].

Figure 5.3 (a) Finding the shortest path between cities connected by a set of roads is a challenging
computer science problem, although efficient algorithms exist for finding nearly optimal solutions.
(b) Optimizing the series of chemical reactions needed to synthesize a new organic molecule is
an analogous problem. Individual types of molecules correspond to “cities” and the reactions that
interconvert them correspond to “roads”; often these are “one-way streets” because the reactions
are irreversible. [Source: adapted from ref 31]

AI algorithms can potentially discover unknown chemical reactions and build a
large network of reaction as well as navigate a chemist through the known set of
potential pathways, from reactant to product, in an optimal way. Further algorithm
development can take this one step further. Using the generative methods described
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above, machines can suggest completely new reactions, opening new pathways in
the synthesis network or, in the language of Google Maps, create new roads and
highways to reach new destinations, i.e., novel materials.

5.4.3 Nanomaterials and composites
An early proof of principle that AIs can learn from data and generate humanunderstandable scientific hypotheses has been shown for the synthesis mechanisms
of organic-inorganic hybrid materials with applications to catalysis and non-linear
optical mechanisms [32]. After demonstrating that the machine learning model
“knew” more than human experts (as measured by its success in predicting the
conditions needed to make new materials), the model was used to generate artificial
data that could be used to make a surrogate model — a “model of the model” —
that expresses the machine’s decision-making process in terms of human-readable
descriptions of the reactant properties and reaction conditions (see Figure 5.4).
This process revealed three previously unknown hypotheses, which have subsequently
been verified in the laboratory, about the experimental conditions and properties
needed to produce these materials. Future work should focus on (i) extending these
types of explanations to include more general types of experimental descriptions and
use various forms of characterization and computational results as justifications,
and (ii) closing the loop by allowing AIs to plan future experiments that optimally test
these hypotheses under the direction of human experts. Both of these require the
development of materials-specific AI methods that can present evidence convincingly
to materials scientists and chemists.
Machine learning has already been used for microstructure [33] and thermal
properties optimization of stanene nanostructures [34]. While exciting developments
are taking place in this field, the key challenges remain unresolved. Algorithms must
be developed to make autonomous decisions to discover new materials rather than
optimize properties out of known ones. Most of the studies so far have shown the
importance of machine learning for specific properties and materials systems.
Standardized methods and best practices for using AI tools for nanocomposite
design and optimization are still lacking. Furthermore, the reliability of developed
methods for new applications, properties, and materials systems has not been
assessed properly. A limited set of machine learning tools cater to the prediction
of morphologies and kinetic behaviour such as phase transformation. Addressing
this challenge requires better theoretical methods to resolve time-scale issues
in atomistic modelling (Goal 5, Chapter 8) of polymers and composite materials.
Machine learning tools do not yet utilize sophisticated multi-scale methods that
could resolve the kinetics challenge. Finally, since current tools are not open source
or integrated into open source packages, they are not easily accessible. As Goal
6 (Chapter 9) envisions open data access, open access to AI4M algorithms and
concepts is critical for meeting MAP’s ambitious vision.
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Figure 5.4 Teaching humans what AIs know about the conditions needed to synthesize new materials.
Although the AI uses a model that is too complicated to be interpreted by humans, it can be used to
create a “model of a model” that represents its knowledge as a tree of “if-then” decisions in terms
of chemical properties and reaction conditions. (Left Inset) Human experts can read the colourcoded path of decisions that lead to successfully making a new material, and from this obtain new,
previously unknown hypotheses about the reaction formation conditions (shown schematically in
the right inset). [Source: ref 32]
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6

Goal #3: Modular Materials Robotics

T

oday, synthesizing materials is an activity reserved for highly
trained specialists. Identifying synthetic pathways is intellectually
different from producing material variations in an effort to develop

critical structure-property relationships and create new materials.
Even among experts, the level of methodological specialization for
synthesis and characterization limits a researcher’s ability to explore
all possible materials for satisfying an application-specific functionality.
Thus, large portions of materials systems remain unexplored, not
due to an inability to imagine islands of promising functionality, but
rather to an inability to apply the appropriate tools to scale these
lofty barriers. Decoupling methodological expertise from materials
discovery would enable researchers to fully explore materials space
to target functionality. Even if this were achieved, the lack of scale in
synthesis and characterization would prevent rapid discovery in novel
materials spaces. Therefore, a flexible and scalable infrastructure is
necessary to translate the understandings developed in the other five
goals into systems that design, synthesize, characterize, and iterate
until discovery.
This third goal envisions a modular robotic system composed of building
blocks with standardized interfaces for source management, synthesis,
and characterization. In effect, these building blocks would serve as
the basis for a hypothesis testing facility that could rapidly retool for
new problems in the same vein as modern factories. The modular
nature of these building blocks would enable the flexibility necessary
to couple the most appropriate synthesis methodologies with the most
appropriate characterization capabilities. Standardizing interfaces,
which is key to decoupling methodological expertise from discovery,
would ensure that an application-specific researcher could traverse
the full landscape of materials structure and chemistry. Decoupling
of methodological expertise from discovery would not invalidate
domain specialists, but rather refocus their efforts on codifying and
embedding their intuition into the modular blocks, which would in turn
enable application researchers to rapidly converge on the appropriate
parameters to fully leverage each technique.
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6.1 OPPORTUNITIES
The current generation of synthesis and characterization is not suited for modularity
or flexibility. While certain industries, such as semiconductors, have managed to
develop large-scale production systems with several heterogeneous interleaved steps,
these have been the result of decades of development and billions in investment.
Further, the proliferation of vendor-specific interfaces creates a myriad of technical
specifications that must be supported for every new capability. This generates a
large overhead for breakthroughs in fundamental synthesis technologies due to
the need for large development efforts to enable broad interest and support. The
same complications are compounded in characterization where proprietary formats
and interfaces limit or even deter interoperability. These R&D issues need to be
addressed by creating new tools that do not have these systematic limitations.
Many of the general challenges surrounding synthesis revolve around the development
of new technologies that can provide the necessary flexibility and modularity for an
adaptive system. This requires an earnest effort to develop generic interfaces and
protocols that many groups can use to develop tools and techniques. Data formats
used for characterization are often proprietary or cryptic, making integration a
near impossibility. While standards are not required, incentives are needed to
motivate industry to work together on the components of a modular robotic system.
Although significant resources are poured into robotics and automation in other
fields, their development focuses on orthogonal necessities such as bipedal motion
or large-scale stabilization. These, however, are not the most pressing needs for
well-structured research settings that are at the limits of technologies, such as
manipulators or precision and reproducibility in position.

6.2 BENEFITS AND IMPACT
Similar fields that have successfully deployed modular and flexible architectures for
synthesis have experienced explosive growth in discovery, development, and interest.
For example, flexible and modular synthesis and characterization infrastructures in
the manufacturing of integrated circuits have led to a scalable platform for discovery
and production that enables our modern technological world. In fact, modular and
flexible production systems are a cornerstone of developing a technology from a
lab scale into an industry, ranging from simple products such as chemicals and
source materials to complex devices such as pharmaceuticals, cars, airplanes, and
even rockets. The fields that now support modern society depend on the ability
to make this transition. Recently, the development of automated production tools
in proteomics and genomics has made synthetic proteins and polynucleotides
widely available and created tremendous impact in biology and medicine. Similarly,
modular materials robotics would enable the new generation of materials scientists
to rapidly and efficiently develop materials for targeted applications.
A successful modular robotic system would also democratize materials synthesis
and characterization, enabling a broader community of non-experts to participate in
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the discovery process. In many ways, it would mirror the rapid explosion of interest
and activity in additive manufacturing with the proliferation of three-dimensional
(3D) printing via the maker movement. This type of organic growth naturally lends
itself to self-directed ecosystems that enable all users to leverage not only the
infrastructure, but also the expertise of participants. It could potentially lead to an
exponential increase in materials discovery and deployment for clean energy goals.

6.3 RELATIONSHIP TO THE OTHER GOALS OF THE MATERIALS
ACCELERATION PLATFORM
This goal focuses on the most interdisciplinary and crucial step to translate theoretical
materials exploration into actual discovery. Development of modular materials robotics
would test hypotheses from AI (Goal 2), develop the understanding necessary to
successfully apply inverse design (Goal 4), and bridge length and time scales (Goal
5) into tangible results. Over time, it would evolve into the autonomous discovery
loop (Goal 1) described in Chapter 4. Appropriate selection of the building blocks
that are inputs to the automated synthesis device would be a critical issue. From
the characterization, MAP would enable intelligent selection of pathways based on
optimization (based on AI or other methods) to achieve the precise synthesis of the
target compounds. Such a development would then allow autonomous materials
selection and optimization for a particular application (Goal 4).

6.4 MATERIALS-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
6.4.1 Inorganic materials
One of the largest and most successful efforts in modular materials robotics is
the design and optimization of semiconductor deposition clusters that enabled the
onset of the silicon age. The semiconductor industry has maintained the trend of
Moore’s law for more than 50 years through targeted capital investment driven by
industry-agreed milestones. The requirements of device density, complexity, and
low-defect density have long dictated that humans cannot possibly produce wafers
with sufficient yield to make the technologies competitive. To ameliorate this, the
semiconductor industry developed automated deposition tools in which a wafer is
inserted into the cluster and, several hours later, millions of semiconductor gate
stacks are ejected. These systems are modular and interoperable so that they can
be repurposed based on the needs of the overarching industry (e.g., photovoltaics
versus power electronics) and tailored to the needs of each stakeholder (e.g., Intel
versus Micron). In fact, most post-processing steps that lead to the eventual device
are also automated for similar reasons. The pioneering efforts and investments of the
semiconductor industry in automating the assembly and testing of heteromaterial
systems provide a strong basis for automated materials discovery used by the
materials community over the last 20 years [1]. (See Figure 6.4.1 for an example
with inorganic thin films.)
This bedrock of experience is both a valuable resource for understanding how to
automate synthesis and a significant barrier to generating a general paradigm for
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Figure 6.1 Cluster tools for high-throughput synthesis of inorganic thin films. [Source: refs 2,3]
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automating synthesis. The wafer geometry dictates much of the design criteria
from manipulators to synthesis chambers to characterization methodologies.
Moving away from this one overarching constraint is difficult because much of
the available sample manipulation technology in research also depends on wafer
geometry. General manipulator systems that provide the precision necessary for
extremely precise and reproducible characterization would enable other technologies
to rapidly automate and bring down the cost of auxiliary technologies for further
development in synthesis automation.
A key goal for automated synthesis infrastructure is a capability to self-optimize
based on targeted characterization metrics. One example is if deposition clusters
could detect errors, create actionable information, and provide autonomous
corrections to changes in device quality during the deposition. Triaging anomalous
device/synthesis failure during production represents large expenditures for both
the semiconducting device and tool fabrication industries. Creating the capability
for autonomous on-the-fly deposition optimization would be a game-changing
technology.
Just as the development of new materials can improve the performance of existing
technologies, a range of transformational new technologies is possible if materials
can be developed with properties that make them economically viable. Thermoelectric
materials could make it possible to harvest electricity from heat-flow or move
heat from the flow of electricity. Magnetocaloric materials could enable superefficient heating and cooling of buildings, if materials with the right combination of
properties were identified [4]. Both these classes of materials lack effective scale-up
mechanisms for synthesis and characterization. Scaling is a key challenge to the
employment of any new material, but particularly so if industry lacks experience
with that specific class, chemistry, geometry, etc. Automated facilities could be a
key de-risking technology to industry adoption.
Many opportunities exist for new materials to contribute to energy efficiency and,
correspondingly, many approaches to developing the necessary materials. However,
the approaches and labs that pursue them are largely unconnected today. An
enormous range of synthesis methods is applied to inorganic materials, including
techniques that take place in the solid, liquid, vapour, and plasma phases. In some
cases, the methods are necessarily batch processes and not easily automated. While
it is possible, for example, to contemplate the creation of robotics to undertake
mass-customized tasks such as glass-blowing for the encapsulation of materials to
make single crystal specimens for detailed characterization, it is more profitable to
address processes that are immediately amenable to automation. New paradigms
for solving the same synthesis problems may be the only way to automate a task
such as glass-blowing.
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6.4.2 Organic materials
Organic molecules are used as medicines, functional coatings, energy storage, and
energy harvesting, to name but a few applications. To design a universal organic
materials synthesis machine is a massive undertaking due to the huge number of
possible molecular structures. An important research question is to determine the
minimal space of molecular architecture that can address the broadest range of
properties, i.e., the functional degeneracy of organic molecules. If a high degree
of functional diversity can be achieved with a small set of structural diversity or
from a set of molecules that can all be obtained using a small set of reactions, the
complexity of the design of an automated device is greatly reduced. Research is
needed to determine the structural space that would enable the broadest functional
space.
The automation of chemical synthesis has been accomplished for a few structural
classes. Peptide synthesis was first automated in the 1960s through the development
of solid-phase peptide synthesis technology. More recently, the synthesis of
polynucleotides and oligosaccharides has been automated. New methods are
being developed to automate the synthesis of polyketide-type products. For all
these methods, the products produced are built up from the iterative use of a
single reaction with structurally related starting materials. There have been efforts
to develop an automated synthesis machine that can perform a broad range of
reactions to assemble pharmaceutical drugs through a multi-step synthetic process
[5]. The ability to automate the mechanics of synthesis has been even extended to
the synthesis of biological molecules such as DNA and proteins [6].
Any high-throughput research pipeline that takes new functional organic compounds
to a fully optimized and tested device integration must incorporate automated
materials characterization tools to achieve a time-efficient feedback loop.
Advanced characterization tools integrated with modular materials robotics, such
as spectroscopies (e.g., NMR, infrared, ultra-fast spectroscopy), are essential to
close the loop of materials design and automated synthesis.

6.4.3 Nanomaterials and composites
Nanomaterials, such as nanoparticles and nanowires, are an intriguing class of
organic or inorganic materials with dimensions of between 1 and 100 nanometres
(nm). The nanometre is a critical length scale because it lies between the typical
dimensions of molecules (0.1 nm) and those of bulk materials (>100 nm). Consequently,
physical properties such as color, melting point, chemical reactivity, and magnetism
often vary as the size of nanometre-scale materials decreases. Furthermore, new
properties can emerge by tailoring not only nanoparticle size and morphology,
but also by positioning chemically diverse atoms, domains, and functional groups
at precise locations within such materials. For example, the specific location of
individual dopant atoms within inorganic nanocrystals directly leads to novel
physical properties, enabling new energy-saving smart window technologies [7], new
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materials for hydrogen storage [8], and catalysts for generating fuel from sunlight
[9]. Nanostructured materials of this sophistication must be programmed by multistep chemical synthesis, where heterogeneous components are assembled in a
particular order, each under specific conditions. Much like the modular synthesis
of peptides and organic molecules, the atomic structure of inorganic nanomaterials
can be controlled by the regulation of a few key synthesis variables in sequence.
To design next-generation, multi-functional nanomaterials and nanocomposites with
an impact on energy applications, it is essential to establish modular, precisiontunable, and robust protocols for their synthesis. The major challenge in designing
and fabricating such complex nanomaterials is that many different synthetic
methods exist for a given nanomaterial, and synthetic parameters such as reagent
concentration and growth temperature are numerous and highly interdependent.
Understanding these dependencies and optimizing synthetic pathways is difficult
because the chemical mechanisms for nanomaterial growth are not well defined.
When nanoparticles are combined with disparate materials into nanocomposites
(e.g., metal nanoparticles in a polymer matrix), fabrication methods become even
more complex and time- and resource-intensive. Typical approaches to produce
bulk nanocomposites (e.g., precipitation of secondary phases from metastable
solid solutions) lack precision control over the distribution of phases and/or are
limited in compositional versatility. Therefore, new low-cost and simple strategies
to produce bulk nanocomposites must be developed [10].
Modular robotics has the potential to enable high-throughput synthesis and evaluation
of these materials to gather and trend data. These automated workflows can potentially
find the limits of a given synthetic method in producing a nanomaterial with a given
chemical or physical property. The ability to “fail fast” using high-throughput,
automated synthesis would enable rapid evaluation of different synthesis recipes
for achieving a target material. Convergence on a single and robust protocol
would discourage proprietary recipes and allow faster entry of newly discovered
nanomaterials into technology space.
Early automation of nanoparticle synthesis has been achieved in continuous flow
reactors often in millifluidic or microfluidic volumes [11,12]. In flow reactors, reagent
concentrations are controlled digitally by varying the flow rates of intersecting
streams of precursor solutions. Reaction times are controlled by varying the flow
rates through known lengths of tubing, which are heated across programmed
temperature profiles. The reactions are monitored spectroscopically by placing
optical probes along or at the end of the tubing. Rapid optimization of nanoparticle
properties, such as luminescence color and color purity of CdSe nanoparticles,
has been demonstrated using feedback between online spectroscopy, reagent
flow rates, and reactor temperatures. The advantage of flow reactors is that they
can be fabricated modularly and inexpensively. However, their use is restricted to
well-behaved, homogeneous reactions in which a limited number of reagents are
used. This precludes their use for screening a large number of parameters.
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The batch synthesis of nanoparticles in parallel arrays offers a more flexible platform
for automated nanocrystal synthesis. However, due to the more extreme reaction
conditions, only a few custom-developed robots have been used to automate
the synthesis, characterization, and high-throughput screening of nanoparticles.
The Molecular Foundry, a U.S. DOE nanoscience user facility, pioneered the
automated, high-throughput synthesis of inorganic nanocrystals, introducing its
first-generation robot, WANDA, in 2008 [13]. (See Figure 6.2 for a photograph
of HERMAN, WANDA’s successor.) WANDA and other synthesis robots perform
typical chemistry operations such as dispensing reagents, heating and stirring
reactions, and sampling aliquots into arrays of 8 to 96 reactor wells. Modular
characterization tools such as high-throughput microplate readers measure the
absorption, luminescence, x-ray diffraction, Raman scattering, and dynamic light
scattering of products synthesized by upstream robots.

Figure 6.2 HERMAN. Robotic deck of HERMAN, the High-through Experimentation Robot for
Multiplexed Automation of Nanochemistry. HERMAN, the successor of WANDA, is used to synthesize
colloidal inorganic nanomaterials and nanocomposites at the Molecular Foundry (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, USA). Each module of HERMAN (horizontally distributed deck elements)
performs fundamental operations such as weighing solid reagents, dispensing liquid solutions,
heating and stirring chemical reactions, sampling products over time, and purifying products, all
inside an inert glovebox atmosphere.

Automated nanoparticle synthesis workflows provide researchers with a set of
robust protocols to rapidly test multiple theory-guided hypotheses via systematic
variation of nanocrystal properties or reaction conditions. Users of WANDA, drawn
from an international base of researchers, have generated significant insights
into the mechanisms of nanocrystal growth [14, 15] and identified new materials
for thermoelectric [16], sensing [11], and electronic [18] applications. These
automated synthesis workflows have increased the reproducibility and throughput
of nanocrystal syntheses by an order of magnitude [19], facilitating the high-quality
production of semiconductors (CdSe), metals (Ag), and oxides (ZnO) (Figure 6.3).
Rapid iteration with robots has allowed the realization of precise control over
nanomaterial parameters such as size [20], shape [21], color [22,23], emission
intensity [24], and thermal conductivity [25].
Despite the successes of automating nanomaterials synthesis with robotics, these
approaches still require significant human interaction and have not yet integrated AI
into autonomous, closed-loop workflows. Specifically, the examples referenced above
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Figure 6.3 Microplate. Photoluminescence micrograph of robotically synthesized cadmium selenide
and cadmium telluride nanoparticle solutions in a 96-well microplate under ultraviolet illumination.
The color of each nanoparticle reaction (each well) varies with their size and growth conditions.
[Credit: Emory Chan, Molecular Foundry]

largely harness combinatorial strategies that inefficiently test every combination
of parameters, resulting in only a small fraction of optimized “hits.” Despite the
accelerated iteration cycles provided by high-throughput methods, the permutations
of synthesis variables number in the billions or trillions — far too many to test with
even the most efficient robot. While several approaches have leveraged physical
models to narrow the number of required experiments, physical models are often
sparse in the early stages of the development of a new nanomaterial. Consequently,
robotic nanomaterials synthesis would benefit significantly from integration with
feedback from AI algorithms that rely on statistical models early in research
campaigns, while evolving into physically insightful models at later stages.
Practically, the main obstacle to the autonomous discovery of nanomaterials is
the inability to verify 3D structure and internal composition at the same rate that
the products can be synthesized in high-throughput robotics. Electron microscopy
is a critical characterization tool because the properties of nanomaterials are
inherently linked to their size and shape, which can only be resolved by electron
microscopes. However, standard electron microscopes are only able to characterize
1 to 5% of the samples currently synthesized by high-throughput robotics because
the repetitive act of loading, focusing, and imaging large numbers of nanoparticle
samples is prohibitively time-consuming (ca. 5 samples/h, 200 nanoparticles/
sample). Additionally, while traditional TEM imaging gives a wealth of information
(e.g., size, shape, faceting), the resulting micrographs are 2D projections that
mask 3D morphology and spatial variations in composition, which are critical to
understanding of multi-component heterostructures. Although automated “criticaldimension” scanning electron microscopes are available for the semiconductor
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industry and a handful of automated transmission electron microscopes have been
custom built for biomedical research, these rare and expensive tools have not been
integrated modularly into a robotic synthesis and screening workflow. Ultimately, the
automation of 2D and 3D TEM characterization modules to match the production
rate of automated synthesis workflows would dramatically accelerate the discovery
of atomically engineered nanomaterials for clean energy and catalysis.
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7

Goal #4: Inverse Design

T

he current approach to materials discovery centres on the use
of human intuition as the starting point and driver for desired
functionality. That intuition is the basis for a search on structure,

composition, and properties, which, in a linear fashion, reduce into
hypotheses, testing methodologies, and iterative processes that update
the initial intuition until the desired target functionality is achieved.
Computational screening has accelerated the “guess and check” process,
but it will always be hampered by the limits of this Edisonian paradigm.
Inverse design, as the name implies, inverts the paradigm by starting
with the final goal and searches for an ideal materials solution to a
particular clean energy challenge. It is closely related to the generative
models described in Chapter 5. Inverse design represents the “Holy
Grail” for autonomous materials discovery, as it connects the desired
properties to specific compositions, structures, and materials as
targets to synthesize, characterize, and test. This requires the design
process to incorporate the necessary physics that describes the desired
functionality. In this case, the researcher creates the machinery for
discovery. Once enacted, it can self-optimize to identify the pathway to
the desired goal. The inverse design process (see Figure 7.1) is currently
not autonomous or automated, except for special instances in specific
systems. Moreover, it has not been integrated across disciplines.

7.1 OPPORTUNITIES
The fundamental challenges in realizing generic inverse design strategies
emanate from the strong correlation of steps involved in conventional
design processes. Several paradigm changes are required to ensure
that this ideology does not become a wrapper around a still inefficient
Edisonian process, but rather disrupts the perceptions of materials
discovery.
Defining appropriate building blocks is the most important capability
that is still lacking. This describes a wide array of efforts from
developing appropriate fingerprints for structure-property relationships
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Figure 7.1 Schematic representation of a computational inverse materials design process. After
devising design principles and generating a set of candidates that satisfy them, theory and experiment
are employed in a high-throughput manner to rapidly screen the candidates down to a short list.
Subsequent advanced characterization is conducted and all aspects of the approach are integrated
to aid in further rational inverse design. [Source: Based on ref 1]

to appropriate building blocks for synthesis and characterization. These efforts
are all disparate, resulting in little to no crossover, which is critical to take a single
concept and describe its functionality, synthesizability, and characterizability — the
cornerstone of inverse design. Much of this is due to a lack of appropriate paradigms
for many of the processes currently utilized in synthesis and characterization.
Simple reaction models are often used to understand dynamic processes that
involve many variables. This oversimplification in order to create tractable models
for human brains has resulted in a dearth of complex data necessary for machines
to develop the same character of understanding.
Even if all the data and models actually existed, there is very little understanding
on how researchers should mix structured and unstructured data. Methods of
incorporating the unknown are necessary to have a “built-in” ability to discover
transformational materials that do not exist in the current models of understanding,
e.g., the discovery of quasi-crystals. There is an opportunity to expand the inverse
design process to take materials discovery into new regions of understanding,
opening up all possible functionality, rather than only what we currently grasp.
Existing computational methods rely on a limited palette of building blocks (e.g., a
few different types of atoms) that can only be placed into a limited grid of spaces.
One method of sidestepping this limitation is to develop methods to intelligently
select these building blocks at different levels of complexity to suit the targeted
goal. This idea also extends into synthesis and characterization. Often in synthesis,
notions of stability are used to filter down candidate materials, while many
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breakthrough materials are non-equilibrium in a global sense. Key to surmounting
this challenge is incorporating fingerprints that represent synthesis to serve as
proxies for complex dynamical considerations that could alleviate complexity and
make the inverse design process tractable. These fingerprints would be synthesis,
chemistry, structural, and domain specific to ensure that a variety of dynamical
considerations, from kinetics of atomic motion to macroscopic degradation such
as corrosion and fatigue, could be adequately incorporated into the search.

7.2 BENEFITS AND IMPACT
Inverse design assists in properly defining the problem space for many areas
of clean energy research. Currently, targeted functionality focuses on individual
properties or processes believed to be problematic or promising for overall
functionality. Focusing on final goals allows complex problems, such as finding
optimal non-platinum group metal catalysts [2], to be fully modelled and optimized
before initial testing. Once automated, the machinery begins testing possible
materials, compositions, and structures. The resulting iterative process is Paretooptimal given the amount of existing data already present and the ability to glean
as much information as possible from characterization. This same methodology
can accelerate discovery in a variety of functionalities key to energy production
and use, ranging from thermoelectrics for better waste heat recovery to novel
solar cells for improved light collection efficiencies and better dielectrics for more
efficient power conversion [3,4,5].
More generally, inverse design processes can improve the efficiency of existing
infrastructure for synthesis and characterization. Fingerprints are not limited to
fundamental materials building blocks, but rather any combination of variables that
define the search space for an outcome. Thus, an inverse design process can be
used to direct the most appropriate characterization conditions instead of searching
for optimal parameters via brute force. Similarly, in synthesis, the best parameters
would be directed rather than randomly searching for them, reducing the waste
and ensuring that the global optimum is achieved rather than local optima, as is
often the case when a human is directly optimizing a process. This would enable
crucial scaling necessary for a materials breakthrough to translate from a lab-scale
curiosity to an industrially made and applied breakthrough.

7.3 RELATIONSHIP TO THE OTHER GOALS OF THE MATERIALS
ACCELERATION PLATFORM
Inverse design is key to developing not only novel materials, but also to materials
understanding in general. While AI4M (Goal 2) would develop the techniques necessary
to translate data into models and accelerate sub-processes within discovery, inverse
design would build the “why” of connecting structure, environment, processing
parameters, and any fundamental building block for targeted functionality and
outcomes. This would be done by ingesting the trove of data generated by modular
materials robotic (Goal 3) to synthesize and characterize materials as directed by
inverse design. Understanding length and time scales (Goal 5) is key to bounding
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building blocks to the appropriate scope and ensuring consideration of all aspects
of materials parameters, from atomic to engineering scale.

7.4 MATERIALS-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
7.4.1 Inorganic materials
The relatively underdeveloped description of inorganic materials structures
represents one of the foundational challenges for inverse design in this space. In
contrast to organic materials, in which the fundamental building units (molecules)
have well-defined placements of the atoms, many functional inorganic materials are
intrinsically disordered or partially inhomogeneous alloys at a variety of length scales.
Thus, inorganic-specific inverse design methods must be capable of evaluating and
optimizing acceptable distributions of possible microscopic atomic configurations
and structures. Some efforts to tackle this challenge focus on understanding the
effects of disorder or deconvoluting the disorder into its own set of building blocks
such as describing disorder as a macroscopic solid solution of defects that can
be uniquely defined. This relies on conventional intuition as to the limits of these
models. Accessing these text-based models is currently outside the realm of
automated design models. However, it could be a valuable source of structure and
data for future inorganic inverse design efforts and alleviate the issue that these
data are not machine encoded as they often are interspersed in literature as text.
Basic inverse design methodology has already been applied to several challenges
in inorganic semiconductor materials [5]. For example, silicon and germanium are
the most widely used materials for producing solar cells, but they are inherently
inefficient at absorbing light due to their indirect band gaps. In principle, specially
designed alternating layers of silicon and germanium (Si/Ge heterostructures) can
have a direct band gap that more efficiently absorbs light, thus reducing the amount
of material — and hence the cost — of solar cells. Here, the modular building blocks
are Si and Ge atoms, which can be arranged in an astronomical number of possible
stoichiometries and configurations, e.g., solid solutions, mixtures, layers, varying
layer thicknesses. Zunger and co-workers demonstrated that low-computationalcost proxy models could be used to assess the stability of the arrangements and
light absorption properties, and genetic algorithms used to direct the search for
spatial arrangements with this property [6]. A similar approach can be used to
design layers in Si/Ge nanowires with optimal solar light-absorbing properties [7],
and even Si/Ge materials with optimal performance for quantum computers [8].
Similarly, the performance of dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) devices is critically
dependent on the electronic structure of electrode materials. Moot et al. recently used
the current best known electrode, NiO, as a proxy for all the target functionalities
of effective DSSC electrodes [9]. The authors used a similarity search to find the
closest neighbour to the nickel oxide in a numeric vector space that encoded
band structure diagram. The fabricated PbTiO3 DSSC devices exhibited the best
performance in an aqueous solution, showing remarkably high fill factors compared
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Figure 7.2 A schematic illustration of an informatics-driven loop enabling design of novel DSSC
material. [Source: ref 9]

with typical photocathode systems. Such integration of informatics driving method
and experiment allowed the creation of a full circle feedback loop (Figure 7.2).
In both these examples, human intuition still played a key role in inverse design.
Fully automated inverse design would require minimal definition from humans on
structure-property relationships and find the most appropriate connections based
on the available data. Nevertheless, these examples showcase paradigms that can
be templated with simple substitutions, reducing the human involvement in decision
making, and expanding scope from simple structural and property models to fully
integrated atomistic- to engineering-scale descriptions.

7.4.2 Organic materials
Inverse design strategies have also been used for organic materials challenges
including designing organic LED materials [10] and photovoltaic materials (Figure
7.3) [11]. New machine learning techniques, such as variational autoencoder
representations [12] and generative adversarial networks (Chapter 5) [13], allow
for the direct generation of molecular structures from optimizations in an abstract
property space, without the need to enumerate explicit atom positions.
A key challenge is the ability to handle more than the structure of single molecules
and encompass the full spatial-scale, non-equilibrium arrangements of the molecules
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Figure 7.3 Example of inverse design for improved power output in organic photovoltaic materials
by increased interfacial roughness. [Source: Dr. Geoffrey Hutchison, University of Pittsburgh]

that emerge from the intermolecular interactions between the molecules. At
present, the fundamental theory of the self-assembly processes that give rise to
non-equilibrium/metastable arrangements in organic materials and organic block
co-polymers is not developed [14]. The need for further basic research efforts in
this field is pressing. One promising area of impact is the design of morphologies
for improved charge transport [15] or inverse design to optimize combined ion and
charge transport in supercapacitors and polymer-based batteries.

7.4.3 Nanomaterials and composites
Inverse design of nanomaterials and composites for clean energy applications has yet
to reach the same level of maturity as the inorganic and molecular fields described
above, in part due to the large structural phase space. Examples of inverse design
of nanomaterials can be found in related areas, e.g., nanophotonics, where general
inverse design algorithms that directly incorporate fabrication constraints have
been developed and applied successfully [16]. Generic macroscopic descriptors
are also scarce because simple concepts such as particle size, which are useful to
describe some nanomaterials, fail to encompass the true complexity of structures
and to fully describe their functionality, e.g., surface termination and chemical
ordering, faceting, compositional heterogeneity, etc.
Nanoalloy catalysis provides an illustrative example of predicting structure and
composition of nanomaterials for clean energy applications. Atomic-scale simulations,
machine learning, and genetic algorithms are now being used to accelerate the
prediction of structure and chemical ordering of nanoparticles. However, this is
typically constrained to analyzing only a fixed size and stoichiometry. Figure 7.4
shows the prediction of global optimum configuration for 2 nm CuNi nanoalloys,
i.e., an icosahedral NiCu core-shell structure [17]. Generalizing this process
towards true inverse design is currently underway, e.g., identification of optimal
stoichiometries to generate surface compositions predicted to yield high catalytic
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Figure 7.4 Generic algorithms for prediction of the global optimum icosahedral Ni@Cu core-shell
configuration for 2 nm CuNi nanoalloys. [Source: ref 17]

activity and selectivity, such as nanoalloys for electrochemical reduction of CO2
[18] or larger Au nanoparticles on carbon supports [19].
The next step towards inverse nanocatalyst design is identifying the specific particle
size, composition, and structure that yield the highest total particle activity. This is
already within reach through use of materials descriptors and scaling relations as a
fingerprint of the catalytic activity. Using a Gaussian process surrogate model trained
on adsorption energies and group additivity fingerprints, Nørskov et al. recently
demonstrated that it is possible to predict the most important reaction step on a
simple metal surface to be calculated explicitly without computationally demanding
electronic structure theory [20]. An inverse design scenario for nanoparticle catalysts
would also need to include the ability to assess, differentiate, and generate multiple
possible reaction pathways on a wide distribution of ill-defined, under-coordinated,
and strained sites, which remains beyond existing techniques.
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8

Goal #5: Bridging Length and Time
Scales

M

aterials systems frequently demand understanding and
control of properties that span wide ranges of length and
time scales. For example, mechanical properties of materials

depend on atom-atom adhesion at the nanoscale, crack formation
and grain-boundary interactions at the mesoscale, and stress/strain
relations at the macroscopic scale. In addition to determining bulk
material properties, a range of different length scales dominate the
function of complete devices (Figures 8.1-8.3), and complex interfacial
interactions between combinations of materials are crucial to the
design and function of most devices, such as solar cells, batteries,
organic light-emitting devices, and others. Such length scales can
range over 10 orders of magnitude, from sub-nanometre to multiple
metres or larger. Similarly, event time scales for materials can range
from femtoseconds, e.g., in the case of photoexcitation in solar cells,
to years and decades in the case of long-term photodegradation and
fatigue. Since important phenomena at vastly different scales are
frequently interrelated, methods that can bridge all relevant scales
consistently are needed to achieve a comprehensive and predictive
understanding of material properties.

Figure 8.1 Range of length scales that must be considered to understand the
performance characteristics of a device (left), down to its material components
(right). [Source: ref 1]
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Figure 8.2 The importance of interfacial interactions between materials for a device. [Source: ref 2]

A powerful toolbox of experimental and computational techniques currently exists
with each providing a view of a small range of length scales over a small range of
time scales, for perhaps one set of properties of a single class of materials. These
techniques, however, are generally not integrated into a single platform. Instead,
the current approach is to manually patch together different methods and data
from different scales using human intuition.
Computationally, techniques for specific length and time scales include atomiclevel quantum mechanical calculations, nanoscale classical molecular dynamics
simulations, and mesoscale and macroscopic continuum field methods (Figure
8.4). Such techniques are usually implemented in separate software programs
and written in different programming languages, which are not easily integrated.
Parameterization and validation of theoretical models and methods are often
narrowly scoped and unautomated. Model development to bridge scales is usually

Figure 8.3 The performance of a flexible organic solar cell depends on electronic processes that
occur on a wide range of length scales, down to the atomic level.
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undertaken on a case-by-case basis, such as in the development of multi-scale
coarse-grained (MS-CG) molecular dynamics models from atomistic models [3].
Hybrid-resolution methods, such as quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/
MM) [4], and particle/continuum [5] approaches that can bridge some scales have
been developed, but current implementations do not allow for general application
or automation. Different computational methods are adapted for different scales,
but no general method exists for partitioning space or time between different
scales to be treated by different techniques. Some progress, however, has been
made, such as in the mapping of atomistic to coarse-grained molecular models
[6]. General-purpose software for some methods/scales does not exist or is still
in the early stages of development, as in the case of field-theoretic or dynamical
(classical) density functional theory simulations of mesoscale to macroscopic
properties [7]. A general, integrated theoretical framework and computational
platform for treating all relevant length and time scales to simulate and predict
material properties does not exist, nor do data or software standards for interfacing
software and experiments designed to treat different scales.
To date, most theory and simulation have been devoted to calculating equilibrium
properties, whereas materials and devices in energy applications often operate
out-of-equilibrium. Basic theories of non-equilibrium processes are much less

Figure 8.4 Breadth of different time and length scales encompassing various levels of theory and
interactions. Multi-scale theoretical and computational methods used for materials model development
and computer simulations. [Source: ref 14]
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developed, and fewer computational algorithms for addressing non-equilibrium,
time-dependent, or excited-state behaviour are available compared with equilibrium
properties, particularly for phenomena that span many scales [8].
As in theory, the few examples of multi-scale characterization in recent literature
focus on single systems and single techniques that may have sufficient resolution
to bridge one set of length scales [9,10,11]. Similarly, tools for chemical and
structural mapping of surfaces and interfaces are beginning to emerge, but still lack
standards for use and interpretation of results [12,13]. Finally, very few examples
of general experimental approaches to characterize non-equilibrium processes and
metastability in materials exist in the current literature, which is in part likely due
to gaps in theoretical approaches to the same problem.

8.1 OPPORTUNITIES
The development of new, automated experimental and computational bridging
tools that give a holistic view of a material is critical to accelerating the design of
better functional materials and devices. Improved data standards and software
interfaces between simulation codes and between experimental instruments
would enable the integration of tools adapted to different scales. A combination
of fundamental theoretical basic research, software development, and advances
in machine learning could allow time and length scales to be systematically and
reliably partitioned between models of different resolution, making possible more
efficient, accurate, and automated multi-scale or hybrid-resolution simulations of
materials. AI tools could also help to bridge both spatial and time scales, e.g., in
the sampling of rare events [15].
Simulation methods could be made more computationally tractable by using AI
techniques, such as machine-learned surrogate models for computationally expensive
density functional calculations, which can be trained on accurate atomistic dynamics
and then applied to longer length and time scales relevant to mesoscale or bulk
properties [16]. Integrated experimental and computational tools would enable
a feedback loop between experimental characterization/analysis and theoretical
refinement and prediction across length and time scales, facilitated by AI tools for
decision making. New AI approaches to feedback, decision making, and prediction
could enable autonomous analysis and rapid identification of gaps in understanding
and necessary further feedback. Computational methods combined with AI
techniques could help determine the proper scale, morphology, or formulation for
a device once an optimal (“Goldilocks”) material is known.
Many important functionalities depend on many-body interactions, which govern the
lifetime of excitations in materials, and also energy transfer between the electronic
and vibrational excitations. For example, since electron-phonon coupling affects
both the electronic conductivity and the phonon spectrum of materials, it is a key
underlying property of thermoelectric materials [17,18]. The fundamental electronic
and vibrational excitations interact because they have similar energy scales, but
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the wavelengths can be quite different since they are typically long for acoustic
phonons and short for electrons in metals. Thus, the different excited states interact
differently with their surroundings, suggesting new schemes to tailor the electronphonon coupling by hierarchically structuring the materials on the nanoscale.
Synchrotron x-ray probes provide an ideal way to characterize these effects
because the x-ray wavelengths available at synchrotron sources cover phenomena
occurring from the atomic to the mesoscopic scale. Available techniques include
scattering, which is sensitive to short- and long-range structures, and photoelectron
spectroscopy, which is sensitive to electronic structure, chemical composition, and
electronic lifetimes due to many-body interactions. Furthermore, x-rays can be
tuned to atomic energy levels, making these techniques simultaneously sensitive
to chemical state. Finally, synchrotron beams can now be focused to nanoscale
dimensions for probing individual structures.
In the next 10 years, synchrotrons are expected to evolve towards fully coherent x-ray
sources, opening up new approaches. When coherent x-rays scatter from samples,
the inhomogeneity is encoded in the scattered wavefronts, and this information
can be analyzed with spatial, chemical, magnetic, and temporal resolution.
From the temporal point of view, chemical processes bridge spatial scales from
the atomic/ultra-fast (bond breaking and formation) to the mesoscale (diffusion)
to the higher-level structures on the microscale. Coherent soft x-ray wavelengths
cover the entire range of length scales, provide chemical sensitivity, and scale from
seconds to nanoseconds. These tools will revolutionize the information that can be
obtained from heterogeneous, multi-step chemical processes.
It may be possible to develop a system that uses synchrotron x-rays as the critical
characterization tool in an optimization loop that explores the morphology of materials.
Such a system could be used to optimize new materials for various applications.
However, to maximally leverage available knowledge of chemical characterization,
advanced characterization techniques should be more closely integrated. Schemes
for sharing, storing, and relating data collecting for characterization at the many
length and time scales are critical for the success of such a program. In addition,
surface and interfacially sensitive characterization techniques are not well developed
enough to integrate cleanly in such a system and fundamental research into their
development is needed. Finally, the framework for integrated characterization
must be adaptable to understanding the impact of defects and impurities, since
these are critical to the performance of many energy materials, e.g., catalysts and
photo-absorbers.

8.2 BENEFITS AND IMPACT
Improving multi-scale modelling and characterization across both length and time
scales would dramatically benefit materials design for a wide range of clean energy
applications, including energy storage (from electron-transfer events to materials
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fatigue and decay) and solar energy conversion (from individual photo-excitations to
photodegradation). Such tools would accelerate discovery and improve predictions
for inverse design. Rather than waiting for years to determine if a new material will
be stable, predicting this long-term behaviour during short experiments would be
possible. The deeper and broader fundamental understanding of materials (including
heterogeneous, disordered, and non-equilibrium phases, interfaces, and defects),
and of how properties on different length and time scales relate would enable new,
emergent structure-processing-property relationships to be predicted, would lead
to new physics and chemistry (e.g., multi-functional or active materials) that could
be exploited for energy applications. New in situ approaches for characterization of
materials and devices across scales would enable more appropriate characterization
of critical properties relevant to performance under operation conditions. The
development of an integrated multi-scale platform for modelling and characterization
would also create a more multidisciplinary community and foster relationships and
collaboration schemes, enabling and accelerating complementary work.

8.3 RELATIONSHIP TO THE OTHER GOALS OF THE MATERIALS
ACCELERATION PLATFORM
Achieving this goal requires advances in several other goals. Modular materials
robotics (Goal 3) must be able to perform experiments that provide information
across many length and time scales as raw input for validating the new theoretical
methods required. Interfacing experimental and computational tools seamlessly
across scales requires new standards and protocols for data infrastructure (Goal
6) to store and exchange information. Developing AI for materials (Goal 2) supports
the advancement of the necessary conceptual developments.
Achieving this goal would provide an essential building block for many of the other
goals. More efficient experimental and computational tools for bridging scales
would accelerate materials characterization and prediction, thereby speeding up
the design cycles needed for autonomous discovery and development (Goal 1). AI
for materials (Goal 2) needs to make inferences and provide explanations that span
length and time scales. A better fundamental understanding of how interactions
on small length and time scales influence large-scale behaviour would enable more
accurate predictions of functional material properties, such as device performance,
stability, and durability needed for inverse design (Goal 4). Finally, advances in
knowledge of relationships across scales could lead to improvements in how data
infrastructure (Goal 6) is organized.

8.4 MATERIALS-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
8.4.1 Inorganic materials
The weakest link in our ability to relate nanoscale properties to macroscale device
performance is in the understanding of how defects and interfacial phenomena
relate to the final outcome. Understanding specifically where, how, and when
defects in materials form is a second question directly related to multi-scale
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phenomena, with applications ranging from the design of more durable aircraft
alloys to semiconductor chips in modern computers. For example, the length of
solid-electrolyte interface is critically related to both the lifetime and performance
of lithium-ion batteries. Understanding the formation of this layer at multiple
length scales and understanding the time scales of its nucleation and longer-term
consequences is critical to designing more efficient energy storage materials
[19,20]. In another example, perovskites Ba1-xNdxCuO2 and CaCuO2 are both
insulating, but they can only be combined to form a high temperature (high Tc)
superconductor in super lattice form [21].
Understanding how to interface materials to optimize device performance, or
whether it is necessary to do so, is also important. For example, significant effort
has been invested in discovering new photoelectrocatalysts, but many of the most
successful materials for solar fuel conversion are multi-component systems that
combine the functionalities of their components [22,23,24]. Databases and AI
could aid the design and optimization of such multi-component materials and
interfaces. For example, a systematic understanding of how electrons, holes, or
substrates migrate in and out of materials is necessary to a more effective design
in photovoltaics and photocatalysts. The time scales relevant to these applications
range from femtoseconds (e.g., light absorption) to seconds (e.g., substrate flux).

8.4.2 Organic materials
Understanding molecular shape and packing and how these scale to nanoscale
and microscale materials partitioning and morphology, and the resulting effects
on electronic structure and transport properties, presents an important challenge
[25]. It is unclear how to translate microscopic intermolecular interactions to predict
and design bulk properties. What is the overlap of organic structural degeneracy
with macroscopic observable properties? This relates to the fundamental question
raised in Section 6.4.2: what is the minimal set of organic chemical space that
can be exploited to understand and predict all possible physical properties? To
address this question, integrated analytical tools are needed to characterize the
organic material both during synthesis and for under load, i.e., when being utilized.
This helps address the synthesis of a novel material with a targeted property, and
to ensure that life-cycle and material robustness are tested early in the discovery
phase. Integration and correlative analysis of multiple analytical data sets present
a multifaceted challenge that may be intractable using conventional analysis.
AI-enabled machine learning provides a method of delineation and identification
of data trends [26].
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8.4.3 Nanomaterials and composites
Nanomaterials and composites are inherently heterogeneous both in composition
and organization. Functional properties are typically sensitive to interactions between
molecular components, as well as to material interfaces, defects, and disorder on
a range of length scales. For example, organic molecules affixed to quantum dots
suspended in a liquid crystal environment modify the interfacial properties between
the solid and the liquid medium, modulating dispersion and driving self-assembly
(Figure 8.5) [27]. Ultimately, this governs how individual components of the liquid
crystal organize themselves and, therefore, controls function. The heterogeneous
nature of nanomaterials (ligand/particle) or composites requires theoretical
understanding and characterization data covering both molecular components and
nanoscale domains and interfaces. Time-dependent phenomena (e.g., nucleation and
aging) that span a huge range of scales are crucial to understanding and controlling
the synthesis of nanomaterials and composites, as well as to ensuring long-term
stability in applications. Understanding time-dependent behaviour is also important
for designing novel active materials. Understanding of heterogeneity, disorder,
and interfaces inherent to nanomaterials and composites would be enhanced by
the development of new, automated tools to study buried, multi-phase interfaces
(e.g., organic-inorganic, solid-liquid, solid-gas, triple-phase), i.e., translating 2D
to 3D imaging and translating local to ensemble properties. Currently, no tools
exist for chemically mapping surfaces. Heterogeneity and disorder also present a
challenge for the reliable and reproducible synthesis of nanomaterials. Methods
for characterizing and controlling heterogeneity and disorder on a range of scales
are important for designing specific materials for specific applications.

Figure 8.5 Nanoparticle quantum dot (QD) “shells” arranged around a liquid crystal (LC) core. The
arrangement and functionality of the QDs in the shell are dictated by interactions between nanoparticle
surfaces, which may be functionalized by ligand adsorption, and the LC phase. [Source: ref 28]
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9

Goal #6: Data Infrastructure and
Interchange

A

utonomous materials discovery requires the involvement of
many disparate communities ranging from materials science,
chemistry, physics, and engineering to AI and robotics. Each

community has a unique terminology and set of standards. Further, the
rich and rapidly growing data on materials and their property, synthesis,
and characterization remain largely uncurated, unintegrated, and
unexplored due to the compartmentalization of this information, e.g.,
such data remain in the primary research lab. The full potential of the
effective exploitation of both textual data and published chemical data
often is untapped, mostly due to the lack of tools and focused methods
to curate, integrate, and transform the data into new, experimentally
testable hypotheses.
Integration of these communities, as well as of databases, hardware,
and software, is critical to an efficient materials design ecosystem
where tools developed in one discipline or geographical region are easily
understood and integrated with another. Similar to the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) in the chemistry
community, or the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standards groups
for HTML, a centralized stakeholder group is needed to set common
languages, categories, and standards in which data are captured and
retained, software and hardware are developed, and components
communicate with each other. This group must be connected to both
funding agencies and publishing bodies to ensure uniform application
of standards, deposition of data, and maintenance of repositories. A
2017 report funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF)
highlights these issues [1].
This final goal of MAP aims to capitalize on the timely opportunity to
standardize and collect the community’s increasing amount of digital
materials data on synthesis and characterization of materials for clean
energy generation and conversion. The vision is of an open source,
online, international knowledge base that contains computational
data, characterization, and synthetic procedures and outcomes. Data
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on poor or failed experiments or samples would be deposited along with data on
successful experiments.

9.1 OPPORTUNITIES
As the essential input to AI and machine learning, data directly influence the predictive
capability envisioned for MAP. Integrating existing and future materials data,
originating from theory, synthesis, and characterization, could therefore accelerate
the materials discovery process. Given the depth, breadth, and heterogeneity of
materials property and process data, standardized data formats, data exchange
protocols, and workflows are needed. Building schema conversion and migration
tools could also leverage these protocols to facilitate an open data infrastructure
accessible both to users and machine learning algorithms. This section identifies
some of the opportunities that could help close the gap in data integration and
knowledge sharing.
A major challenge in this area is to develop protocols for communication between
robotic hardware and software for automating synthesis and characterization.
Synthesis and characterization workflows should be codified and stored. These
protocols also need to preserve metadata and provenance of all datasets. A new
control mechanism for data quality and integrity could include, for example,
benchmarking calculations when using large calculated data sets as a main input
to machine learning. This should preferably be done using high-quality experimental
data. Enabling image data contributions to the platform, for example, from optical
or electron microscopy, would create an opportunity to implement image processing
machine techniques in materials discovery processes. An ambitious vision for
research transparency, enabled by this data storage and referencing infrastructure,
would be to include navigable links for individual data points contained within
the figures in journal articles so that readers can see the particular synthesis,
processing, characterization, and/or computational process leading to that
assigned value. This would require a “sample-oriented” archiving scheme rather
than the “compound-oriented” archiving schemes used by most existing databases.
Emerging standards, such as the Allotrope initiative [2], are beginning to address
these points and deserve continued support and extension.
Incentivizing data contribution and participation could help facilitate the data
infrastructure described above. In particular, contributions from individual groups,
analogous to crowdsourcing, would drive expansion and large-scale use of integrated
materials datasets. Participation could be achieved by requiring compliance with
the mandates of funding agencies or journals or by giving researchers easy-to-use
data tools to help them store, analyze, visualize, and share data while, at the same
time, providing credit attribution. A number of efforts are attempting to do this, e.g.,
MPContribs [3], Citrination [4,5], Materials Data Curation System (MDCS) [6,7,8,9],
Materials Data Facility (MDF) [10,11], Materials Commons [12,13]. Some of these
platforms currently cater more to using machine learning and AI (Citrination), while
others focus on data management (MPContribus, MCDS, MDF, Materials Commons),
particularly large data (MDF).
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Searchability tools that provide end-to-end tracking of individual contributions
to synthesis, characterization, and workflow development could also encourage
contributions. Industrial researchers should be encouraged to form pre-competitive
data sharing collaborations, similar to existing initiatives for pharmaceutical
development. In short, to grow data infrastructure, incentives to participate should be
offered for all types of research. Beyond capturing future contributions of research
groups, a large corpus of experimental and characterization data, particularly in
areas such as synthesis, is embedded in publications and awaits conversion to
machine-readable, standardized knowledge, for example, via language processing
as demonstrated recently [14].

9.2 BENEFITS AND IMPACT
Integration across systems, databases, and communities is necessary to achieve the
accelerations discussed in the previous section. Improving access to existing results
would significantly decrease duplicate experiments, saving time and resources. A
shared, integrated data platform would transform the science of materials, enabling
greater productivity, less repetition of failed experiments or calculations, rapid
identification of new areas of “design space”, and better informed research decisions.
Building a large repository of materials and their properties would allow known
materials to be used for new applications. Combining this with machine-readable
descriptions of the experimental plans that successfully lead to these materials
would suggest new directions for both human- and AI-directed experimentation. It
is important that these databases also include unsuccessful reactions. Knowledge
of “failures” can both limit redundant attempts and support efforts to redesign
experiments and techniques to increase the likelihood of a successful outcome.
Furthermore, their inclusion in data enables training of more accurate predictive AI
models [15]. Thus, this type of database has a central role in fostering constructive
collaboration and can be a data resource for the other five goals.
Simultaneously, this data infrastructure would increase reproducibility and traceability
of new results. Well-documented, more universally standardized characterization
methods would lead to increased confidence (or uncertainty quantification). Finding
relevant information about techniques, applications, and tools would become less
time-intensive. For example, improved data interchange would improve interoperability
of instruments between vendors and techniques. Common standards would facilitate
communication between distinct disciplines, including synthesis, characterization,
and simulation. Finally, increasing the amount and quality of data available would
advance machine learning and AI approaches.

9.3 RELATIONSHIP TO THE OTHER GOALS OF THE MATERIALS
ACCELERATION PLATFORM
The creation of a robust data infrastructure containing common language, categories,
and standards provides opportunities that bridge all the goals. From an inverse
design (Goal 4) perspective, which starts with the final property goal to find a target
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material structure, the first step is access to materials’ characteristics, or property
sets, with interchange of data formats across fields. A major component of bridging
length and time scales (Goal 5) is uniting data across different computational tools,
which would benefit from standardized data storage, availability, and exchange
protocols. Similarly, autonomous discovery and development (Goal 1) require retaining
and interconverting data and metadata at all stages of the research progress to
match characterization and simulation, enabling continuous optimization. For
synthetic production from modular materials robotics (Goal 3), retaining data and
metadata related to particular samples, including starting materials, processing
conditions, purification, quality, and time of production, is needed for integrated
end-to-end autonomous research. Similarly, the development of AI for materials
(Goal 2) requires reliable data, including both positive and negative results.

9.4 MATERIALS-SPECIFIC CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES
9.4.1 Inorganic materials
Current inorganic material databases have different focus areas, including
computational ones, such as the Materials Project (Figure 9.1), OQMD, NOMAD,
AiiDA, and AFLOW, and experimental ones, such as ICSD, NIST, NIMS, and others. At
the scale of narrowly describing a material via its structure and composition, some
databases offer importing and exporting. However, generalization of standardized
formats to other properties (e.g., morphology, mechanical properties, electronic
structure, synthesis) is essential for more effective integration and use of available
inorganic material data. Functional properties of inorganic materials derive from
their internal hierarchical structures. These structures rely on the development and
understanding of bulk properties and interfaces. The interfaces can be treated as
building blocks for higher order heterostructures. The prerequisite for a machine
learning-guided search of the space of heterostructures is a centralized catalogue
of recipes to create these interfaces, and knowledge of their properties, to enable
higher-level optimization loops.

Figure 9.1 Example of Materials Project repository for inorganic materials, including visualization
of structure and properties. [Source: https://materialsproject.org/]
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9.4.2 Organic materials
Currently, many open repositories (see Figure 9.2 for two examples), often in the
organic computational quantum chemical space, have little connection to synthesis
or characterization data, or to pharmaceutical compounds. Some proprietary and
commercial repositories (e.g., internal industrial data) do not allow interconversion
or automated queries. Data types include reactions (Reaxys, SciFinder); molecular
geometries (e.g., crystallography through CCSD, Crystallographic Open Database);
spectroscopy (IR, NMR, Mass Spec); and density functional calculations. While
standard molecular identifiers, such as the IUPAC International Chemical Identifier
(InChI) strings, can connect molecular data, more connections are needed, even
between open databases. A large quantity of proprietary data in organic molecules
and polymers (e.g., solubilities, melting points, spectra) could be contributed in a
pre-competitive manner if proper incentives were designed.

Figure 9.2 Examples of molecular repositories including (top) Pitt Quantum Repository [Source:
https://pqr.pitt.edu/] and (bottom) Harvard Clean Energy Project (Molecular Space) [Source: http://
www.molecularspace.org].
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In contrast to other areas of materials science, for organic materials some protocols
and methods have been established in the cheminformatics community for data
quality, consistency, and interoperability [16,17,18]. Although there are some barriers
to polymer applications, standardization tools could be adapted from other organic
material applications [19].

9.4.3 Nanomaterials and composites
Nanomaterials and composites have unique challenges for representation and
description of structures, properties, and processing. By definition, they incorporate
a broad set of materials. Quantitative metrics for heterogeneity and order at multiple
length scales are inherently difficult to define. The metrics of nanomaterials and
composites have their own domain-specific problems, methods of capture, and
current methodologies, which do not necessarily translate to compilation in current
databases. However, it is crucial that researchers can draw on property descriptions
and new insights to realize their ultimate performance. Currently, ad hoc approaches
are used to compile and analyze the data and insights obtained from research
studies to design promising new materials. Human researchers access separate
publications, databases, and communities, and new materials targets are guided by
intuition. Success in this field requires a framework for describing and quantifying
order and lack of order. The nanoinformatics community has developed a roadmap
towards this goal [20].
The incompatibility of data types with current repositories has led to limited
integration of the results of research studies. The creation of a set of standards
would allow the seamless drawing of insights across components and result in a
massive acceleration in discovery and understanding of energy materials. Further, the
integration of data would permit autonomous systems and AI programs to identify
trends, understand behaviours, and predict materials targets, thus enabling complex
multi-dimensional research decisions for human-robot research teams (Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.3 Example of integrated autonomous research, enabled by data interchange across
synthesis/processing, characterization, and analysis.
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10

Conclusion

A

chieving the urgent
transition to a
low-carbon economy

requires the development
of new, high-performance,
low-cost materials that are
safe for humans and the
environment, recyclable, and
use abundant elements so

“As the discovery processes for
advanced materials accelerate,
the potential economic benefits
will grow. Thus, private-sector
stakeholders that enter early will
presumably have a first-mover
advantage: the know-how to adjust
and gain a larger share of these
growing benefits.”

that they can be deployed
globally. Today, advanced

– Dr. Hermann Tribukait

materials represent about
50% of the manufacturing cost of clean energy, and this is expected
to increase to 80% in the near future. This challenge is not merely an
engineering problem. New fundamental scientific advances are required
to design and organize matter from the atomic scale to the systems
scale. Therefore, the cross-cutting goal of the Clean Energy Materials
Innovation Challenge is crucial: to accelerate the pace of materials
discovery and develop new high-performance, low-cost clean energy
technology solutions.
This report, and the integrated materials acceleration approach it
proposes, is intended to provide policy-makers and other stakeholders
with direction and ideas for research investments and for soliciting
and supporting projects that take advantage of these opportunities
(see sidebar quote). For example, MI members and stakeholders
may choose to draw on the R&D opportunities presented to launch
collaborative research and technology development initiatives, align,
or even refocus their national programs to incorporate these research
directions. They may also invest in these R&D opportunities on their
own, perhaps by launching Requests for Applications, or pursue these
efforts collaboratively with other MI members via bilateral or even
multilateral agreements. These collaborations may be in consortia
with the private sector and other stakeholders.
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The report may also inform the development of a multidisciplinary workforce for the
discovery, production, and integration of advanced materials. The ultimate success
of these efforts would depend on the support and leadership of all stakeholders,
including academia, governments, industry, non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), foundations, and multilateral organizations. The continuous support of
R&D initiatives, such as the Materials Genome Initiative, can aid the development
and deployment of a discovery workforce that is ready for the challenges ahead
[1,2]. Undoubtedly, international coalitions built around particular topics would
advance the proposed agenda and produce results more effectively.
This final chapter briefly presents the report’s conclusions, beginning with the
opportunities and near-term advances in the six priority areas of the Materials
Acceleration Platform. It then emphasizes the importance of communicating the
benefits of investing in materials science and of educating tomorrow’s students in
multidisciplinary materials design. The chapter closes with some final reflections.

10.1 THE INTEGRATED MATERIALS ACCELERATION PLATFORM
Chapters 4 through 9 outlined the Six Grand Goals of the Materials Acceleration
Platform (MAP) and the opportunities, challenges, and promising research
approaches related to each. To make the proposed integrated platform a reality by
2030, significant advances must be made in the short term in each of the priority
areas. The following approaches can provide tangible benefits and improvements
in the near future.
• Artificial Intelligence for Materials: AI models for materials that include constraints,
including constraints dictated by physics for theoretical predictions of properties
as well as experimental constraints, should continue to be developed. Development
and increased usage of novel machine learning algorithms and architectures,
specifically built to accelerate materials discovery, can result in much better
performing models for materials, especially in “low-data” scenarios. Purpose-built
AI tailored for materials discovery is needed to provide breakthroughs.
•

Engaging Students

multidisciplinary
experiences
at should
all levels
at universities
would
• Embedding
Modular Materials
Robotics: Work
in this area
focus
on the development
of
educate
students and
promote
supportsystems
interdisciplinary
more generalized
interfaces
andprograms
protocolsthat
for robotic
in both synthesis
research,
spanning climate
energy
policy,
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thatmaterials
are most science,
amenable
computer
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(STEM).
to automation
needtechnology,
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Additional
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to identifying
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One
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a transformative
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learning models will continue to help advance the theoretical side of inverse
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design. Continued development of discriminative models will also be key due to
the accelerated rate for which properties can be predicted.
• Bridging Length and Time Scales: Automating the current state of the art in multiscale simulation will make simulations more accessible to general users. Machine
learning methods must be integrated into all aspects of multi-scale simulation;
integrating characterization tools that bridge length and time scales must also
be developed.
• Data Infrastructure and Interchange: An important step is to make decisions on data
standards and begin developing user-friendly tools for existing data repositories
that naturally incentivize user participation. Continued development of methods
that deal well with heterogeneous data is also essential.
• Closing the Loop: Designing and developing automated platforms that integrate in
situ analysis of a material, either during synthesis and/or after fabrication, into
a single unit will solve some of the current analytical bottlenecks.
Ultimately, all six areas of MAP can be contained in a single facility, housing
“well-to-wheel” materials discovery operations similar to the operational structure
of Tesla’s manufacturing facilities, including the Gigafactory. Autonomous facilities
(or “materials factories”) will accelerate the discovery process by increasing the
pace of experiments performed, harnessing and storing controlled data sets, and
seamlessly integrating these with computational predictions and machine learning
algorithms with robotic and automation tools. Thus, traditionally siloed competence
areas, such as simulation, characterization, and synthesis, can be integrated by
emerging computer science, machine learning, data infrastructure, and robotic
tools. Operations can be tightly tied together, enabling researchers to quickly
receive and incorporate feedback from adjacent processes to make both high-level
decisions and necessary adjustments to optimize design and development. The
proposed platform could also quantify uncertainty in materials discovery to help
decide whether a particular set of experiments is likely to yield promising results.
It could also elevate human creativity away from the details of materials synthesis
and calculation, towards a higher-level control of goals-driven design of theoretical
and experimental studies, where it is most needed.

10.2 COMMUNICATING THE BENEFITS OF INVESTING IN
MATERIALS DISCOVERY
The importance of materials research and its critical role in the global engineering
challenges ahead of us need to be communicated clearly and effectively, to students,
policy-makers, global leaders, investors, and the general public. A high-profile
communications program that engages the public would help ensure long-term
support and funding for this mission-oriented initiative by motivating the general
public and stakeholders to act decisively and promote and support this R&D initiative.
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Public engagement efforts could be enhanced by creating strong awareness of
past successes and exciting breakthroughs enabled by public funding of materials
research and development. Telling relatable “stories” about how new materials
discoveries have improved living standards and produced substantial societal
benefits would increase awareness and support, including for efforts dedicated to
training future generations in the quest for better technologies.
One example is the benefits health research to which the general public and
stakeholders can personally relate. In this context, the priority would be to highlight the
advances in areas that connect directly to societal improvements, such as medicine,
information technologies, and transportation—advances that would not have been
possible without crucial contributions from the fundamental sciences: physics,
chemistry, and materials. For example, MRI (materials resonance imaging) relies
on the inventions of NMR and superconductivity, and their practical implementation
on highly functional materials such as magnets and superconductors. Although
these materials are probably best known for their benefits to medicine, they could
also enable a breakthrough in the energy sector. Today, superconductors only
operate at a very low temperature, which incurs tremendous cost. If materials with
high-temperature superconductivity were designed and discovered, the resulting
cables would radically improve efficiency in power transmission and distribution.
Developing new materials with these properties would revolutionize the electric
grid, facilitate wider use of renewable energy resources and result in significant
cost-savings from lower transmission losses.
From solar cells, to lithium-ion batteries and electric vehicles to microchips and the
shale gas revolution, there are many more examples of scientific breakthroughs and
new materials that can help communicate the relevance and impact of materials
discovery. The benefits of developing an integrated, end-to-end materials platform,
such as MAP, can be the subject of many more success stories.

10.3. FINAL REFLECTIONS
The need to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy is a global challenge
that requires a global response. Moreover, this challenge also represents a tremendous
opportunity to create wealth and improve the quality of life by making clean energy
widely affordable and accessible. The proposed integrated Materials Acceleration
Platform (MAP) represents a major opportunity to drive innovations that crosscut
all clean energy technologies.
MAP integrates materials science with supercomputers, machine learning, and
robotics to identify and develop new high-performance, low-cost materials that
can be used to develop better and clean breakthrough energy technologies. This,
in turn, will accelerate the transformation of the energy sector, decarbonizing the
global economy. Eventually, MAP would include encoding of the physical properties
of materials, along with more complex data such as manufacturing-related data,
allowing for rapid inquiries. As the computers themselves become faster and more
powerful, incorporating them in the development of clean energy technologies
could drive an “acceleration of acceleration” phase.
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The immense challenge of developing MAP requires deep international collaboration
and long-term support and investment. This involves an evolution of the organizational
and funding mechanisms of stakeholders and research institutions. Many of the
scientific challenges associated with discovering novel materials are pre-competitive,
i.e., they historically and naturally belong in the open scientific literature. As
such, they could become the foundation for fruitful international multidisciplinary
collaborations and research programs, bringing together leading scientists in
academia and industry, engineers, and thought leaders, and inspiring the best and
brightest students from around the world. The resulting dramatic acceleration in
materials discovery and development, and the effect on clean energy technologies,
would generate widespread social and economic benefits, transforming industries
beyond the energy sector.
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